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AJLBUCtUE RQITE
VOLUME

AL1JUQUEHQUE,

11)

EVENING CITIZEN

NEW .MEXICO, TUESDAY

EVENING, NOVEMBER 11,

FEDERATION OF
AMERICAN

STOLE NEW YORK ELECTION
Tammany

Hall-T- he

Union

AWAY

ORGANIZATIONS

Pa., Nov. 14. James
Duncan, tirst vice president of the
American Federation ot Labor, read
the annual report of the executive
council at the morning session of the
convention today. It reviewed in detail many points covered in the reports of the president, secretary and
treasurer.
The coppersmiths made application
for a charter, but it was refused, and
they were urged to affiliate with the
Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers'
International Alliance. Arrangements
have been made for the consolidation
of the two organizations.
To Bring In Other Order.
There is a large number of organizations not now affiliated with the
federation, and the executive council
urges that additional efforts be made
to bring them in. President Gompers
woo nnthnriwH tn enlist the assistance
of other organizations in securing the
passage of legislation by all the states
prohibiting the employment of child
labor.
For Benefit of Union Printer.
An assessment of one cent a member per week for a period of four
weeks, on the entire membership of
the federation was voted for the benefit of the International Typographical
union In its efforts to establish an
eight hour day in the Job and commercial printing establishments of the
United States and Canada.
It was urged by the executive council that efforts be made to organize
this
the foreigners who are reaching year,
shore at the rate of a million a
as the low wages for which they now
work are not only insufficient but
have a bad effect on American tollers.

Httsbtirg,

'

Investment treasury of the peoples'
money, supported Tammany to a man
and fought tooth and nail to defeat
William Travers Jerome, who Is relied upon by honest citizens to afreet
ample and justified punishment
of
Richard A. McCurdy and- his colleagues of the white graft profession)
name
spun, oi impartiality
.i.
that he would convict the guilty petty
thief.
Lincoln Steffens. author nf th
"Crimes of the Cities," recently said
that reforms in politics would precede reforms in modern dishonest
commerce. Mr. Steffens said that so
long as seemingly respectable business men would give bribes, just so
long would ignorant, politicians
In
power accept those bribes.
New York Is mad clean through.
Even now It would require only a hotheaded and Impulsive leader to bring
about a scene of disorder and violence. The heat of excitement
attending the campaign is as great now
as on election day.
Crowds still surround the newspaper bulletin boards, and men go
through the streets displaying deep
seated anger and a desire for revenge"
against the election swindlers, that
will not down.
During it all. the only expression
that can be heard at Tammany hall
Is the frayed declaration of the boss:
"Oh, hell! What are you going to
do about It V"
Nevertheless, something Is going to

AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS
MET TODAY IN ANNUAL SESSION

COUNT WITTE AT
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RIOTING

Association Buried With Honor Chas. W. Barron is Complainand Regretted by World,
ant and Article, Was
Published
(Beneath

London,

Nov. 14.

d
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IN LAST LVEkYBODY'S

MAGAZINE

Boston, Mass., Nov. 14. Counsel
representing Charles W. Barron said
that ifte a private heating to'Ry.
Judge Went worth of the municipal
couct, had decided to Issue a warrant
for the arrest of Thomas W. Lawson
on thu charge of criminal libel, preferred by Barron. The cause resulted
from statements made In a magazine
article, and the question of the Issuance of the warrant has been the subject of hearing for several weeks.
Before the warrant bad been served an agreement between the counsel
was effected whereby Lawson is to
appear In court next Saturday. Meanwhile Lawson's counsel will apply for.
a warrant for Barron for criminal libel in a matter printed In the market
sheets Issued by his bureau.
BAPTIST YOUNG PEOPLE
STRONG IN THE SOUTH.
Greenwood, Miss., Nov. 14.
The
annual convention of the Mississippi
Young People's Baptist Union opened
here this morning ' with devotional
exercises, preceding the opening of
the regular session. After the wel
coming addresses and responses had
been delivered. Dr. W. T. lwery of
Clinton, L. P. I.eavell of Oxford, Dr.
W. F. Yarbrough and others delivered
addresses. There will be another session In the afternoon and a meeting
in the evening, before which the Rev.
P. I. LIpsey of Clinton will deliver
the convention sermon. The conven
tion will close on Thursday.

PRINCE LOUIS' VISIT
REACHES CULMINATION

-

y

BRIEF MENTION

YORK CITY

New York, Nov. 14.
This evening
the social feature of the visit of the

British cruiser squadron under the
command of Prince Louis of Batten-b- i
rg will reach its culminating point
In the ball which the prince will give
to the American officers aboard his
flagship, the Drake. There is prob
ably not another ship in the British or
any other navy which is as luxuriously equipped as the Drake, and the ball
room of the cruiser la a model or
exquisite taste. It will accommodate
t;uo dancers at one time.
Many so
ciety women will be among the invited guests, and a ma,;niii etit display of fine toilets and jewels i expected,
The program for tomorrow includes
several minor social functions and the
dinner which the St. George Society
will give In honor of Prince Louis oi
Battenherg and the officers of his
squadron. Many distinguished citizens have also been invited to the
dinner, which promises to be very Interesting.
NATIONAL BANKS MUST
MAKE SHOWING NOV. 9.
Washington, Nov. 14. The comptroller of the currency has Issued a
call on the national banks for a statement of their condition at the close

of business November

9.

AMERICAN JEW TO BE HIGHEST

TYPE OF JEW IN WHOLE WORLD
b

FOR

$75,000

those who flee from that country to
enter. There are many races of
Jew, five or six at the least. These
races cross in this 'juntry, and ihey
will unite in making the greatest Jew
r.at ever evlsted the American Jew.
We must do our duty to that race,
and in the end tho world will get the
benefit."

TAKES PLACE
IN VLADIVOSTOK.

San Francisco, Nov. 14. A dispatch from Vladivostok received by
the Merchants' Exchange, says:
"Serious riots are in progress. The
military has been called out. Great
destruction has been caused by fire."
LOOTED
AND THEN BURNED.

Odessa, Nov. 14. News has reached
here of fresh disorders In Krlvoirog,
Ekaterinoslav, In which over one hundred persons were killed, and the town
was then sackeu and burned.

A

Nov.

14.

James

'

ANOTHER TOWN

JAMES JOHNSON

York,

rlce-preslde- nt

,1

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL

RETURN

former
of the
Equitable Life Assurance Society,
was a witness In the Legislative insurance Investigation today. Owing
to the great crowd extra police were
stationed In the corridors outside the
committee room.
Hyde said he became second
of the Equitable one month
after graduating from Harvard. He
had been a director two year u4
nau stuuieu witn tue special ooject In
view of succeeding his father in the T
Insurance business. He did not receive any salary during his first two
years of connection with the society,
but when elected
his
salary was fixed at $30,000 a year.
He testified that the object of the
mysterious $Uo0,000 loan by the Mercantile Trust company to the Equitable society was to buy up the stock
of the Equitable as It came Into the
market, and to make a political contribution. Hyde said the only political contribution of which he knew waa
$25,000 to Cornelius N. Bliss, treasurer of the republican national committee, In the last presidential campaign. This was solicited by H. C.
Frick, Hyde said.
Laet summer when the banking- department called for the repayment of
$C85,ono and the Equitable Life
repudiated the loan, Hyde said Mr. Alexander and Mr. Jordan raised as
much as they could and' then he.
(Hyde) took up the balance, $212,000.
He thought he was generous lu this.
as he had not received any benefit
from that loan. His duties, Hyde
said, constantly
Increased, and his
salary was advanced to $75,000, and
Anally, In 1903, to $100,000.
Hyde
was asked If he was willing to serve
the company at $75,000 salary, and be
replied that he was. aud caused a
'.&ijh ;y rt mBr' ,ng
hp CM-- not
think he could get it anywhere else.

At-

and

pn-nen-

WOULD

St. Petersburg, Nov. 14. Emperor
Nicholas and the Russian court will
not come to St. Petersburg this winter. He decided to go from Peterhof
to Tsarskoe-Selo- ,
where he has lived
for almost ten years, with the exception of the last few months. The decision not to come to the capital is
regarded as unfortunate because it
keeps him surrounded by court influences and out of close touch with
Count Wltte, who should have daily
conferences with the emperor.
The radical press here la not sparA wagon load of ballot btxe in police custody.
A feature of the coning
denunciation of the governtest by William Randolph Hearst, who claim to have been swindled out of ment'sin action
in putting all Poland
the mayoralty,
under martial law, declaring It a plain
violation of the specific requirements
happen. Tammany's old supporters, Internal dissension at Tammany hall, In the manifesto.
now betrayed by Murphy's, won't for- led by the Little and Big Tim
get. Whether McClellan Is seated or
east side local czars. It Is be- GOVERNORS DISMISSED FOR
not, there are clear signs that Charles lieved by many that Big Tim, who Is
NOT MAINTAINING
PEACE.
Francis Murphy will have to step planning to give up his seat in conSt. Petersburg, Nov. 14. A half doz-edown, contracts In hand, from his gress next year, will be recognized as
governors, including the governors
throne power. Even now, there Is the next leader ot Tammany.
of Odessa, Tomsk and Kazan, who
signally failed to prevent disorders,
have been summarily dismissed at
Count Witte's order. The clergy, with
FOUNDER OF YOUNG
LAWSON'S ARREST
other classes continue Intercessions
for the Cronstadt mutineers, one hunON LIBEL CHARGE dred and fifty of whom are reported
MEN'S CHRISTIAN
to have been condemned to death.

Throng

MOSTLY FROM

SALARY

N,

vr

The body of the
founder and president of ths Young
Welcomed Vast
of Miners
Men's Christian Aaiociatlu.r ait Gm,
Williams, who died November 6, was
buried beneath the dome of St. Paul's
PRICH ARD SAYS T. S. HUBBELL
Visitors.
Other
cathedral today, in the presence of an
CANNOT PROSECUTE QUO WARimmense throng of mourners. This
RANTO PROCEEDINGS IN NAME
honor was granted in response to reOF THE TERRITORY.
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 14. The largest United States, special maps of varl quests from members of the organizaous
mining
photographs
Prlch-ardistricts;
of
meeting
of
George
the nyaraunc
W.
every part of the world.
Attorney General
and most important
plants, mining machinery tion in
in a letter to W. B. Cbilders, lead-in- American Mining Congress ever held and drawings
of
cuts.
sectional
Hubbell,
counsel for Thomas S.
opened here today. Miners, mining
The principal event of the evening REFORMATION OF THE
has notified Mr. Chllders that he has engineers, surveyors, assayers and will be the smoker
given to the deleMr.
reconsidered his decision to allow
CRIMINAL CLASSES
mining officials are here from all gates by the local Chamber of ComHubbell to proceed in the name of parts
of the United States and merce. To enliven the entertainment
the territory in the quo warranto pro- even from
Canada and Mexico. Mine there will be a boxing match of four
New York, Nov. 14.
ceedings against Sheriff Perfecto
The sixth an-- ,
Billy" nual conference of Charities and
of owners, geologists, representatives oi rounds between "Australian
Corto try the tilte to the office atevery state in the Union, having min- Smith and an unknown friend and a rections of the state of New York,
sheriff of Bernalillo' county. The
Many
concert.
band
adhundimportant
any
kind,
and
ing
of
Interests
opened
today. The opening sestorney general states that he will not
some way connected dresses will be delivered in the course sion of here
give his authority to prosecute such reds of others, In
the executive committee was
of
evening
also
the
enterprises,
are
and
will
mining
refrshments
with
held this morning and the first sesproceedings in the name of the terripresent and never before, in Its his- be served. Among the prominent vis- sion of the conference proper will be
tory until a similar application is filed tory,
itors
are
who
with
to
expected
as
crowded
address
was
the
Paso
El
with the court in the cases of Frank visitors as It now is. The citizeus delegates this evening are the govern- held at' the Carnegie Lyceum this
Governor Higgins will deA. Hubbell, former treasurer, and
ors of Texas, New. Mexico, Arizona, evening.
liver the opening address. Mayor McVigil, former county school su- of El Paso have spent money lavishly
Chihuahua
the
to
Sonora.
make
and
beavers
exlike
worked
and
Joseph H. Choate and Nathan
perintendent. The letter, which
There will be many Interesting fea- Clellan,
congress a success and a credit to El
Bijur, the president of the conference,
plains Itself, follows:
tures
were
for
nigmy
the
efforts
of
Paso,
the
entertainment
their
and
deliver addresses. Dr. Still-ma- n
Attorney General's Letter.
delegates, during the week of the con- will also
will deliver an address on "The
Office of George W. Prichard, Attor- successful. The arrangements for the gress.
Innearly
a
large
as
are
Besides
visitors
of
of
number
reception
the
Influence of Reformation Treatment
ney General.
perfect as they could be under exist- teresting technical papers there will on Crime." Assemblyman James T.
November 10, 1905.
n
stereoptl-cobe
are
lectures
visitors
with
the
illustrated
conditions,
and
ing
Rogers
Hon. W. B. Chllders, Albuquerque, N.
read a paper on "Legisviews, trolley rides around the lation forwill
full of praise for the completeness
M.
Social Betterment," and the
city
systemthe
to
arrangements
Mexisuburbs,
trips
and
to
the
of
the
the
of the same will be opened
Dear Sir: For reasons of a public
can side of the border, where bull discussion
employed.
by Attorney General Mayer.
character and of public interest I have aticAt methods
fights
will
arranged,
be
meeting
opening
today,
ball
the
the
foot
and
concluded to withdraw and hereby do delegates were
welcomed by the gov- base ball games, a visit to the great
withdraw, my leave and authority to ernor
of the state, and the mayor ot smelter of the American Smelting and NAVAJOS RETURNED
prosecute quo warranto proceedings
Paso, and responses were made Refining company, near this city,
in my name as attorney general ofs El
TO RESERVATION
by several prominent delegates. The where 1,200 men are at work, and a
Thorn-aMr.
of
case
in
the
territory
this
was devoted to the ton of ore Is reduced every minute of
S. Hubbell, as relator, against Per- rest of the session
of committees
and a the year; also a rock drilling contest,
ORfecto Arniijo. sheriff, for the office of appointment
of addresses on subjects of for which a large number of entries WAR DEPARTMENT CANCELS
sheriff, until a similar application is number to
TOQUELL
FOR
DER
TROOPS
who
In
to
made,
are
anxious
have
been
the
miners.
afternoon
made to me l.y Mr. Frank A. Hubbell, interest
DISTURBANCE.
the delegates and other visitors will win the prize of $1.0o0, offered hy
and Mr. Eslavio Vigil, which when examine
Ion,
mining
which Col. W. C. Greene, of New York, the
exhibit
the
will
gentlemen
of
these
all
three
done
The latest advices from the Navajo
one of the most interest- noted copper millionaire. There will
lie given authority by me to proceed constitutes
or the also be a shooting contest with valu- reservation regarding tho threatened
by writ of quo warranto against those ing and attractive features
uprising of the Navajos are to the efIt includes samples cf ore able prizes for the winners.
claiming the right to the offices of congress.
The sessions of the cougress are fect that the disturbance has been
from mining districts in all parts of
treasurer, sheriff and county school the
United States, gold, silver, iron, held in the opera house and there quelled without any really serious
superintendent, respectively.
tin, zinc and many other metals, dis- business matters will be considered trouble. The detachment of soldiers
Yours very truly,
plays, showing ihe various methods of every morning, while the afternoons sent from Fort Wlngate to cninlee.
GEOKUE W. PKICHARD.
returned to the fort. lieutenant
Attorney General. minitig, crushing, separating, concen- will be devoted to addresses, lectures have
smelting and refining ores, and recreation. It is the intention of Lewis, who was in command of the
The decision of the attorney gen- trating,
the leaders of the congress to start a detachment. Is quoted as saying that
eral puts a new phase on the county mining machinery from the ordinary
applimovement in favor of a law creating there was no very great ilanner of an
office squabble, ami means that quo rock drill to the most intricate
uprising among the Indians, although
thous a Department of Mining, with a
warranto proceedings to be brought in ances of modern mining and amining.
of mining at its head, who Is several renegades did ca;tuie Agent
in
'.he name of the territory against the and other things used maps,
Perry and make him proml.se that he
show-- I to be a member of the president's
are also geological
present incumbents of the offices, There
would not punish several ihiets who
must be brought in all three 7 the ing Us distribution of metals in the cabinet.
had taKen part in the assaulting of
cases. The district clerk has been
an Indian girl near C'hltilee. These
notified by the attorney general of
renegades were returned to the reserhis decision.
vation and the Indians guilty of asNEWS IN
saulting the girl were placed under
RAILROAD WORKMEN DON'T
arrest.
WANT RATE LEGISLATION.
The ordering of two troops of cavNEW
Washington, Nov. 14 Earnest proalry from rNrt Wingate to the scene
today
test was made to the president freight
of trouble by the war department at
against the proposed railroad
Washington was cancelled, after th
rate legislation, by the representatives
New York, Nov. 14. Several snow Graw has given up the Idea of taking true state of affairs was, ascertained.
conof Ave great lalwr organizations engisqualls the tall ends of a small bliz- the Giants to California for training
nected with railroading the
spring, and has de- SEED DISTRIBUTION WILL
neers, firemen, conductors, switchmen zard in the northern part of the state, for the coming
to go either to Savannah or
BEGIN DECEMBER 1.
and trainmen. The delegation point- swept over this city after midnight. cided
Memphis.
ed out to the president that railroad
Washington. Nov. 14 The annual
McCLELLAN
CLAIMS
HE
lowerrate legislation logically meant
distribution of 80,000,000 packages of
SPENT NO ELECTION MONEY. LOWERING RAILWAY RATES
ing of rates. This they contended will
vegetable and flower seeds will begin
New York, Nov. 14. In a certificate
be followed by the lessening of the
ON FREIGHT IN GEORGIA. December 1.
earning power of the railroads, and filed In the county clerk's office, Mayor
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 14.
The Railconsequently by the reduction of McClellan asserts that he spent no road couimihsion today began tnu
money directly or indirectly in the hearing on
wages to railroad employes.
the motion to place the
aid of his election.
Soul hern, Central, Seaboard and AtCONVENTION
RITE
SCOTTISH
lantic Coast line railways in Class A,
FALL8 IN A HEAP. SECRETARY TAFT REACHES
thereby lowering the freight tarllf
Ninety
Nov.
14
Kan.,
Wichita.
VIRGINIA ON RETURN. from 2') to 25 per cent.
men attending the Scottish Rite conNorfolk, Va., Nov. 14. The United
vention, were thrown into a heap by States
cruiser Columbia, passed in at
the breaking of a scaffold this after- the Capes of Virginia this morning, BAPTIST MISSIONARIES
Many were injured, but none bringing
noon.
ATTEND CONFERENCE.
Ja'-oH. Schiff
New York, Nov. 14
home Secretary
of War
fatally.
The Baptist at the annual meeting of the EducaDallas, Tex., Nov. 14.
Taft and party, from the Isthmus of
Panama, where the secretary bad general convention of this state opened tional alliance,
OMB OUTRAGE TAKES
last night eald: "Turof inspection.
He h re today with a large attendance of
PLACE IN CONSTANTINOPLE. been on a tour Washington
In
moil
must have some seriRussia
thw
delegates
of
parts
state.
from
all
by
tonight.
to
boat
goei
bomb
14.
A
Constantinople, Nov.
consequences
delegates
United
regular
to the
ous
about
the
Heeidis
outrage was perpetrated today lu the
t
300 missionaries are
and a States. It will mean an immense imThe authorities will McGRAW'3 GIANTS WON'T
Pera quarters.
migration, and this country must
WINTER IN CALIFORNIA. highly interesting tonveniiuu is
not permit particulars to be sent at
New York, Nov. 14. John J. Mc- keep ttk door open in order to allow
present.

LIVE

FOR

ander Arose.

POLAND MARTIAL LAW ARRAIGNED

DOME OF

ATTORNEY GENERAL
CHANGES HIS MIND

,

on Graduation

and Relatives.
While William
Randolph Hearst's fight goes on for
the seat he claims Tammany fraud
and thuggery has temporarily deprived him of. the people of this city are
having a lesson In the crimes of boss-isthat exceeds In value any possible
instruction that might have resulted
from a clear-cu- t
election of the municipal ownership candidate.
Grave questions of law and precedent make It doubtful in the minds of
the ablest judges that Hearst will
gain an ultimate victory. That Tammany, under the wicked hand of Boss
Murphy, swindled the will of the majority, Is conceded on all sides. When
at the polls money failed to make
voters sell their franchise, Tammany
gangs intimidated them, drove them
from the polls or ponded them Into unconsciousness.
There are scores of cases of police
record of men w ho were set upon by
these criminal bands, their bones broken, eyes gouged out and flesh bruised and battered.
There is ample evidence at hand
to show a perfectly linked connection
between the brutal. Russianized and
desperate tactics of Tammany with
the heretofore highly respected circle of financial grafters of the Depew,
McCall, McCurdy, Morgan and Ryan
type.
Wall street threw its greasy graft
money into Murphy's hands to buy
the election. Wall street, the great
New York, Nov. 14.

ent

And Under Influence ot R- He Was Receiving $100,000
W hen Trouble With Alexeactionary Royal Family

Day Fight.
OTHER

FROM

Vice-Presid-

of Equitable

He Will be

Main Object, of Course, Was to

Defeat Jerome, Who, It is Feared Will Prosecute
York is Mad
the Insurance Thieves-Ne- w
End of Murphy as
Clear Through-T- he
Chief of Tammany Hall is Near.

Printers in Eight Hour

SECURE

Was Made Second

ate For Reforn as

THE METAL SHEET WORKERS
For

TALKS FREELY

Which Will be Unfortun-

Ample Evidence of a Conspiracy Between Rich Grafters and

to Affiliate With

is Voted

HYDE ON STAND

GO TO CAPITAL

Charter and Advised

Help

NUMBER 288

EMPEROR WONT

GREASE
FROM
WALL
STREET
LABOR

Copper Smiths Refused

1!M)3.

tbt

RECEIVES

DOCTOR ARRESTED FOR

TERRIBLE BEATING

HOTEL PORTER CLAIMS JOHN
CORNETTO A88AULTED
HIM
WITHOUT PROVOCATION,
AND
HAS HIM ARRE8TED.

i

I

It was a sorry spectacle that James
Johnson, employed as, a porter at the
Englewood rooming house on North
Second street, presented when he appeared before Judge A. J. Crawford In
police court this morning and asked
for a warrant for the arrest of John
Cornetto, proprietor of the Vendome
hotel on South First street, on the
charge of assault and battery and
breach of the peace.
Johnson's left eye was swollen Bhut
as the result of being struck, while
his entire head and face were swathr
ed In bandages used to
tip
numerous injuries. So badly was
Johnson's countenance disfigured that
it was with difficulty that he was able
to talk coherently.
According to Johnson's story, Cornetto assaulted him near the Santa Fe
station about 9 o'clock last evening.
He says that Cornetto knocked him
down and then kicked him. Owing
to his advanced age, it was Impossible
for Johnson to defend himself from
the vicious attack.
was
A warrant
issued by Judge
Crawford and Cornetto was placed under arrest this morning. He will be
given a hearing at 6 o'clock this evening. This is not Cornetto's first offense of this character, he having been
arrested before for assault and battery
upon Inoffensive persons.
co-ve-

THEFT OF FURS.
Winnipeg, Nov. 14. Dr. A. V. Peter- son, a dentist of New York, is under'
0
arrest here charged with stealing
worth of furs. A few days ago
Brown's fur store on Main street waa
burglarized and furs valued at $2,000
taken. There was no clue.
Yesterday a fashionably dressed
man entered another fur store and
offered for sale about $500 worth ot
furs for $250. The police were notified and Peterson was arrested.
The
rest of the furs stolen from Brown's
were
boarding
store
found In his
house. Peterson claims he bought
me iurs irom anotner man wnoee
name and address the police say is
fictitious.
$2,-00-

BAD BUNCH
OF YOUNG
Chattanooga, Tenn,, Nov. 14.

VERY

BOYS.
Detec-

tive Horace Johnson, ot the Knoxvilla
police department, passed through the
city having in his charge a bunch of
youthful culprits convicted under the
juvenile court law and sentenced t
the reformatory at Nashville. Detective Johnson said the boys had been
caught after looting several residences
In Knoxvllle, carrying away diamonds
and costly jewelry. Owing to their
tender age they could not be sent to
the state prison.
AN AGED PROHIBITION

LEADER IS DEAD.
Quincy, Mas., Nov. 14. Henry R.
Faxon, one of the national leaders of
the
movement, and one of
the wealthiest residents of this city,
died this morning, aged 82 years.
autl-saloo-

T0WNSIGIIT SALES ARE POSTPONED
ON THE MINIDOKA RECLAMATION
Hey burn, Idaho, Nov. 14. Acting
upon the suggestions of the governor of Idaho and prominent citizens of tho state, the Secretary of
Interior has announced the postpone-- J,
ment of sales of lots In the new town-sites of lleyburn and Rupert, on the!

who had come heie from all parts
of the west and southwest, to purchase town sites at the sale which
the I'nlted Status government had arranged for today. This is to be one of
the two new towns which the government intends to create In the great
South Idaho desert, which Is to be
Miuidoka reclamation project. There, transformed Into, a fertile paianihw
by
every
was
means of artificial irrigation. The
indication that attendance:
on the advertised dates of sale. No-- other town, which will be named Rurespectively,,
Is located about seven miles
pert.
vember 14th and 21st,
wnnlil lie laree I. lit nwintr tn the DOS-- from here, als
on the newly conslblllty of bad weather, at this time structed branch of the Oregon Short
Line,
extending to Twin Falls.
of the year, and tho lack of suitablo
The
accommodation for visitors, it has town sites have been carefully surpostpone
veyed,
and laid out into lots, with
been deemed advisable to
diagonal
avenues, public
the date of sale until early In April of streets,
squares
pleasant
and reservations for municinext year. At that time
will
pal
and other public purposes.
weather may be expected, there
Tue Irrigation plant which the
be water in the new government cannew
I'nlted States government
is conals, and more than 1.000 of the
settlers who have already established structing at a cost ot more than
is not yet completed.
The
themselves on the lands will be clearing off the sage brush and putting in work Is pushed vigorously, however,
aud the district around the new town
their crops.
The Minidoka tract is already one is Intersected with hundreds of Irriof the best exponents in the west of gation canals, which will conduct the
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membranes lining the Stomach and Uige- PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
The undersigned, having been ap-S.
W
NOT
WAS
of L.
aXILL.Tir
LARRAZOLO
the
estate
of
executor
pointed
btomecb,
V INJURED. el the
nAMr.EDnusi
been
having
Trimble, deceased, and
and CURE rijE LUNC8
ATHLETES
203 W. Railroad Ave.
At Coasistent Prices
tin , mt food wouM distress in by nwktna
Attorney () A. i.arrazolo left ior After palpltai
granted letters testamentary on said
I would btcom
ry w
and
haart
Si?
within
Court
Probate
bv
the
estate
Santa Fe, ...where. lie has legal matters
I
m
II
Kcdol
Imrwr
of
and
boltl
(at a
WITH
TerTtiu nireil-- - Pinal Irtallaf.
ii.i.
I am cured.
lit v
Altar utinf afw bo
and for the County of Bernalillo, gives
llll UIOIlll I",
Su
i
..... mill.
....... 1.1m
MRS. LORINu NICHOLS, pon Tan, H. T.
ritory of New Mexico, hereby
v.,,i
leinau
rereiveu
INVALIDS who was accidentally shot during an
notice to all persons knowing them.1.
I had stomach tieubt and wai In s bad stale a I
come
El Paso duel last Wednesday, that he kad haart Iroubi with It I look Kodol Dytptpala
selves Indebted to said estate to
AND
LUMBER
persons
II
and
m.
month
curd
was not at all seriously injured. Jas. Our lor about laur
forward and settle, and all
D. KAUBLB, Ntrad. O.
Price
fONSUVIPTION
against said estate are
fHERMAN-WILLIAMbL'lLUl.W,
Dwyer. clerk of the Kl Paso city court,
PAINT
Always
claims
having
PAPER
SOc -- $1.00
ni'GHS and
notified to present tho same without
and ,1. R. Miirpln-- got into a political
Covers more, looks best, wears
stock.
Trial.
Plaster,
Lime,
Free
Cement,
Grape-Nutprescribed
iOLDS
longest, most economical, full
discussion which grew so warm thatdelav and within the time
action
undersigned
for
Doors,
the
Paint,
by
guns were drawn In the good old Texlaw
Glass,
ete.
Sash
to
measure.
for
Hjail
t, utirt Uuickeet
Cure
V
it., i - I
.Miirnney was mum. hs
of the honorable probate court.
us way.
rs u i
u Trtnip.i.r.
A.
AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE.
COAL
AND
A.
N M.
eiDT STREET
U also ('. C. Gains, a bystander, and
i T.i.'.S, ur M'JM
Administrator.
E "THERE'S A REASON."
Siliu'lit glanced and struck young l.ar- - Kor tale by e.'l druggists.
..jv3tris':
razolo in the neck.
In a remote
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Jmlgp H. L. Waldo, solicitor for the' them were present at the opening sesSania Fe, Is at Las Vcpas, hi tending sion.
court.
The meeting whs called to order
'
by Dr. K. H. Shaw of Las Vegas, N.
The new agent at Socorro in .1. O.i .l the president of the society, and
Greenwald, formerly agcnl at l.R the whole afternoon was devoted to a
.loya.
Thos. Jaques goes to Lake clinical demonstration by Dr. J. P.
Valley.
Raster, the superintendent
of the
Santa Fe hospital here. Thi demon.. ' .. n
.. .. e
.
Ii
stration was on lite eenernl subject of
f
In the Needles Santa Ve shops,
has fractures and the fractures sustained
recently been promoted to foreman of by patients who were being treated
In the hospital were used as Illustrathe Uakersfleld shops.
tions by Dr. Kaster In his discussion
President Ripley of the Santa Fe, of the fractures that are common in
is expected on the Pacific coast on a railway practice, and their treatment.
trip of Inspection about November 20.
Business affairs incident to the so
He and Senator Clark, president of ciety will be transacted at the meet
the Salt Lake road, will visit Los ing which will be held tomorrow
Angeles about the same time.
morning, and Dr. Shaw will deliver
the annual address as president of the
Agent H. S. Lutz, of the Sant Fe society. After business matters have
In Albuquerque, has returned from been disposed of there will be a readSanta Ke, where he spent several tlaya ing of papers by members of the soattending to the company's business ciety on subjects of interest to railduring the absence of the regular way surgeons and practitioners
In
agent at that point. Mr. Lutz was for general and these papers will be dis
fifteen years agent for the company cussed generally.
at Santa Ke and came to this city only
Among those present at the meeting
a few months ago from the territorial are Dr. Frank Finney of La Junta,
capital.
Colo.; G. F. Johnston of Lakin, Kan.;
Dr. C. F. McCarthy of Dodgw cuy,
Six tramps were arrested Sunday Kan.; Dr. John A. Wilson of Nicker-son- ,
for trespassing on the Santa Fe railKan.; Dr. P. A. Leedham of Los
road tracks at Las Vegas, and were Animas, Colo.; Dr. J. M. Workman of
given a hearing before Judge Otero. Woodward, Okla.; Dr. G. C. Purdue
None of them were ahle to pay their of Wichita, Kan.; Dr. T. J. Kaster of
fines and were given various sen- Chicago, 111.; Dr. W. L. Smith of
tences of from ten to thirty days, Streetor, 111.; Dr. E. C. Chapman of
which tliey will Berve In the county Fort Madison, la.; Dr. B. E. Fryer of
jail.
Kansas City, Mo.; Dr. H. O. Newton
of La Plata, Mo.; Dr. George B. High-smitof Carrolton, Mo.; Dr. F.
A new narrow gauge railroad may
be built from Las Vegas to the Min- Bckdall of Emporia, Kan.; Dr. J. V.
eral Hill district, thus oppening up a Hardy of Medford, Okla.; Dr. V. W.
country rich in Umber and mineral de- Splcer of Colorado Springs, Colo.; Dr.
posits and tapping the rich Mora val- E. W. Kearby of Rocky Ford, Colo.;
ley. W. H. Colburn, who is seeking Dr. John Grass of Trinidad. Coto.. and
a franchise for a gas plant in Las Ve- Dr. J. H. Worth of Albuquerque, N.
gas, is behing the projected line. The M.
Officers of the society are Dr. E. B.
line will be built, according to Mr.
Colburn, whether he gets the gas Shaw of Las Vegas, N. M., president;
Dr. G. C. Purdue of Wichita, Kan.,
franchise or not.
first vice president; Dr. J. W. Barker
presiThe Tellurlde, Colo., Journal, says: of Chanute, Kan., second vice
Dr. John Grass of Trinidad,
Sam Pinkstaff is up from Aztec, N. M dent;
Colo., third vice president; Dr. B. B.
on one of his
l
visits. He
says the broad gauge Rio Grande ex- Putnam of Marcellne, Mo., fourth vice
UeTiren of
tension recently completed through president; Dr. W. A. Dr.
J. D. Free
and
Aztec to Farmington, is bound to go man ofsecretary,
Topeka, treasurer.
south probably the coming winter,
to a connection with the Santa Fe. It
will be gratifying to the many old FIRST BRIDGE COMPLETED .
ON THE BELEN
ime mountain friends of Sam
to
After many months of persistent
know that he is prospering in farming and fruit growing, is happy and work the first bridge on the Belen
been completed and last night
contented, and all the folks are fat a
work train passed over the huge
and healthy.
structure of steel and concrete. This
bridge is located at
western enO. H. Shone, who has been super- trance to Abo canyon,the
where the line
intendent of motive power on the starts across the Manzano mountains.
Santa Fe Central, has been tendered The structure towers 100 feet above
the position as master mechanic of the bed of the canyon and the middle
the fourth division of the Denver & span is 80 feet. The bridge itself is
Rio Grande railroad, with headquar- constructed of huge steel trusses set
ters at Alamosa. Colo. He has ac- upon a massive concrete
base and so
cepted, and left for Alamosa. He has substantial and high above the water
been In Estancia almost a year, and line is the bridge that it Is expected
has made many friends, who regret to withstand the elements for many
very much to see him leave that grow- yea
to come.
ing town. Frank Zlnk, who has been
All the stone and concrete work on
employed In the Estancia shops as the other bridges
In the canyon has
head machinist, will
Mr. been completed and the work of placsucceed
Shone a well deserved promotion.
ing the steel work of the bridges will
now be rushed. (This work Is the. most
EIGHTY-FOUHOURS FROM
difficult and most expensive of all the
LOS ANGELES TO NEW YORK. ' cutoff and constitutes almost one-hal- f
With the opening of the winter sea-- ' of the cost of building the short line.
son of the California Limited on the The grandest monument to modern
Fe system it will lie possible to engineering methods Is said to be
rrake the journey from Los Angeles to found in Abo canyon.
New York in eighty-fou- r
hours. The
journey from San Francisco can be IRRIGATION PLANT FOR
made in ninety-thre- e
hours. The Santa
Fe Limited begins its eleventh season I
SOCORRO COUNTY
as the fast train between Chicago and
Los Angeles and" San Francisco with
'
a time card clipping one hour off last ELMENDORF AND PARTY GET
TING
IN THE
OPINION
EXPERT
season's schedule.
PECOS VALLEY.
I
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ALBUQUERQUE IS GROWING FASTER THAN

for

f M.,m, h

OTHER CITY IN THE SOUTHWEST

ANY
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h"
,.l...T
than all '"
iha u,.r. i h... rrli.T.
109 at error Bi.,
Jtntf Cltf, N. J.

J.innt NrOuna,
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r
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The

bowels
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Surer Opportunities Now Offered to Make a Fortune in

canovcathahtic

I

Pln.

Real Estate Than Ever Before.

Palatahld. Pntont. Tut nwl. PoOixvl
Never Sicken,
akn or Orlpo, 10c, air Mr
old Id hnlk. The eannlna tablet Mamped CNerer
U O.
Guaranteed o cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. jqi

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

,

IN CHINA

MURDERED

HERE IS A CHANCE

FOR EVERY WORKING MAN TO BECOME

INDEPENDENT

'

A maw with a moderate salary to- ter within ten years.
day, can make himself rich In ten
The Surety Investment
years IF HE WILL NOW BUY CHEAP offering 200 choice
60-fo-

SUBURBAN

ALBUQUERQUE

I

I

l.nv nnmcH Into
C. H. Elmendorf of San Antonio,
Duran, who lives near La Tuna sta-- l N. M., Robert
N. Mc.Mynn and Edtion, about twenty-fou- r
miles south of ward A. Benson of Milwaukee, Wis.,
Las Cruces, made two attempts to' John E. Griffith of New York,
and E.
wreck freight trains, says the Las G. Wilson
Logansport, Ind., who
Cruces Citizen. The first attempt was have been of
in Roswell for the past
with a rail, and the next was with a' few days, left for Torrance,
from
post, with which he managed to throw! which place they will go
El Paso,
the pony truck off the track. L. E. says the Koswell Record. toThey
came
Curtwright, special officer of the here
uion the advice of Thomas Cat
Santa Fe company, was on the look- ron, and
while
were entertained
out for the would be train wrecker, by Judge G. A. here
Richardson, president
and accompanied by Sheriff .1. R.
of the Commercial Club.
trailed the boy to his house, and
The men mentioned are
arrested and brought him to Las in a project to put in a big interested
irrigation
Cruces for a preliminary examination, plant in the American valley in Soat which he was placed under a $500 corro county. The success of the probond, or bound over to await he ac- moting of the scheme hinges largely
tion of the next grand jury. Officer on the opinion of these gentlemen as
Curtwright
was detained in Las to the value of Irrigation.
Cruces, Wednesday and Thursday, on
The party left over the automobile
account of postponement of the trial, route, and both machines
were
and left for the north Thursday night. as there were nine passengerstaken,
to
mm
make the trip.
A

flfteen-vear-nl-

Lu-cer-

SANTA FE SURGEONS

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

MEET IN TOPEKA

AWFUL CRIME COMTHE PRESBY-TERIAMACULE.
MITTED AT RATON
WHO WAS
MISSIONARY
KILLED BY A MOB AT TIEN-CHOCHINA, AND HER LITTLE CABE ADAMS, OF RATON. SHOOTS
DAUGHTER. MRS. MACULE WAS
THE MAN WHO MARRIED
HIS
THE WlFE OF DR. MACHLE, IN
DIVORCED WIFE.
CHARGE
OF THE MISSION AT
HE ESA special dispatch from Raton to
THE PLACE NAMED.
the Denver Republican, says:
CAPED.
MRS.

BLOODY FOOT BALL
RECORD TO DATE
TEN FATALITIES ON THE GRIDIRON FOR THE FEW GAMES ALREADY PLAYED.

duty which we ow society, our children and ourselves is that nothing which can be done to assist nature
at that time when our wives are to become mothers
Of all the countless details to bt
should be left undone.
observed at such a time, no single one is of more
importance than the bodily welfare of the expectant
undue suffering
mother j she must not experience
through any Uck of effort on our part.

MOTHER'S FRIEND

bou!d be the recourse of all real men and women at sjch times it is
easily obtainable, and it is a positive crime not to procure it. Its offices
are to ffUx the muscles and tissues intimately associated in this greatest
o( the Creator's phenomena, and by simple external applications a result
is obtained which at the appomtedtime permits the motrier to undergo her
into the worij a child worthy of its
greatest )oy with fortitude,
" druggists Our book " Motherhood " sent fret.
.
parents S
and-brin-

BRAD FIELD REGULATOR

CO., Atlanta, Ca.

,

MARTINEZ
MISSING FROM HOME.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

-

,

e

.

1901
1902
1003
1904

fc

The death list for

.

7

74

.15

106

14
13
1905 is

63
296

as follows,
victims being
members of high school or small col-

in each instance the
lege

teams:

James Edward Bryant, member Can

yon City, Colo., ,high school team.
Miss Bernadotte Decker, killed

girls' football game
Md.

at

in

Cumberland,

tmint.t

ia

John C. Dondero, Pewett City, Conn.
Horatio T. Knight, Phillips Exeter
academy.
Herman C. Norgaard, member Coun
cil Bluffs, Iowa, high school team.
James Squires, Alton, 111., high
school team.
John S. Summerglll, Franklin college, Chester, Pa.
Clarence Van Bokkalen. 17 years
old, member Santa Clara, Cal., high
school team.
Leslie Wise, killed in school game
at. Milwaukee.
Vernon Wise, Oak Park, 111.
Saturday's list of three victims said
to be fatally Injured is as follows:
Randall McLeod, member of Hampton. Iowa, high school team.
John Meehan, Pacific Grove, Cal.
Lawrence Schaffer, ki mU-nat Hed-dincollege.

E LAXAT IVE op
NOWN OUAUT II
There are two claisrs ot remedies: those of known quality and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
gently, in harmony wilh nature, when natureneecls aisiit-ance- ;
and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting temporarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
the remedies of know n quality andtxceilence is the ever
pleasant S run of Fijs. manufactured bv the California
Fi.' SvrnnCl.i.. u hi,'h' renrem ntx tlu :ii rivn nrin,-inl- .
t nf
plants, known t act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
in vvi,K:h tne wlv:l'.'s.!)itf Oliforniun blue
V.'
aie used t j c'on- !'''j2i0J
tribute their rich, yet delicate Iruity flavor . It is the remedy
'i
f?y
'':
f J" remedies t- s a eetcrt a nd refresh and cleanse tl:e s su- m
?'f-'X'''-.
'V .' .it
'
gently and naturally, and to assist one i;i overcoming constipation aojtheminy i'is resulting then fr. in. Its active rri:vi.
'
.''V?''' P'L'S an J 'iJ :ll,y are known t3 physictans
, ar.J t!:.'';'--'-V'i'''
remedy has f.KTet.if met with their appro-- .tl, a uVil ajw nit
,'
liu" fJvor of many
S..:'::yJof well informed persons wh k::. w
"f fu-iknowledge and from actual e.xperii-:-i.Vf'";-v
nv:i
I)
.' '.
..?.('
t!atitisa m ,tc.c. .:.! laxitive remedy. We do not claim that
jt vvi" ture
'ii.xriricr i.r ills, but recommend it lor vv hat it
fi:
represents, a i.uativ-- . r:":us.y of known quality and t
Uff;-'" '.V1'11'11" ""Mi'-- of an objectionable or injurious character.
i'here j.ra f.vo classes of purchasers: th.e who strt? informed
y
mh
rtii.n iney i'uy ana inc reasoi.sior tne excellence
r
of articles of exception a! merit, and who do not lack courage to ko
ci
oners an imitation or any wen Known
w.ieii u
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
.
rSJfjt.J and who .,ltn...
iw .1urn. seives tone imposej upon. I ney cannot expect
il
its benefici
eltects if thev do not opt thf cenninp
cdv.
To th? credit of the druists of the United States be it aid
S V. 2 - it that nearly all
them value their reputation for professional

g

$

lifetime, and additional bottles
of Hyomei can be obtained for 50
cents.
Breathe Hyomei for a few minutes
four times a day and your catarrh will
grow better from the first day's use,
and will be completely cured within a
short time.
It is the only treatment for catarrh
where you can get your money back
from a, local dealer, J. H. O'Rielly &
Co.. in case it does not help.
a

New Tailor Shop.
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor ehop on North
First street, where he is ready to
clean, press and repair ladles' and
gents' cloth'ng. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicited.

A fine puce to whiiu
away tho
hours at the pool ball. No. 115 West
Railroad avenue.

TRAIN LOAD OF BOOKS

Big Book House Failed
STOCK MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE
AT FROM 10 TO 60 CENTS ON
THE DOLLAR.

THESE ARE SAMPLE PRICKS.
Late copyrights were 11.60.
Our
price 38 cents. List Includes "Tks
Christian," "Call of the Wild," "Brew-Bter-'s
Millions," "Oraustark,"
"Tn
Castaway," David Harum," etc. Encyclopedia Brittanlca, 10 vols., - half
leather, regular $36.00, our price $7.75.
Charles Dickens complete works, IS
vols., regular $15.00, our price, $2.95.
Xmaa Special.
WORLD'S BEST
POETS. Shakespeare, Longfellow and.
48 others. ,1
Luxe edition.
Full
leather, padded, pure gold edges, regular $1.50; our price, 70ents each.
Every book guaranteed to be new,
perfect and satisfactory,
or your
money back without question or quib.

bling.

Practically any book or set of books
at a fraction ot the retail
price while they last. Get our fre
bargain list before ordering.
Save 50 to 90 per cent on Chrlstmaa
books.
Write for It today.
THE DAVID B. CLARKSON CO.,
Dept. 4.
Chicago, IIL

you want

NOTICE

OF SALE.

IFIrst publication October 21, 1905.)
By virtue ot a decree ot the district court of Bernalillo county. New
Mexico, made and entered on the 20th
day of October, 1905, In a certain pro-

ceeding pending in said court wherein
Wii.iam h. Trimble is plaintiff, and
A. A. Trimble, executor of the laat
will and testament of Lawrence
S.
Trimble, deceased, and
administrator of the partnership asset
of W. U Trimble & company, and the
heirs at law and legatees ot Lawrence
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants,
numbered 6842 on the docket of said
court, the undersigned will on Wednesday, the ISthday of November.
190b, about the hour of 10 o'clock a.
ra., on the premises hereinafter described, sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, the followint
described real estate situate, lyin
and being In. the city of Albuquerque.
County of Bernalillo at d Territory ot
New Mexico,
IjOts numbered
to-wl-t:

one

(1), two (2),
(S) and elx
(6), of block nine (9), of the original
to wd site of Albuquerque,
together
with the Improvements thereon, consisting of a frame stable and other
structures used by the firm of W. L.
Trimble & company In the conduct ot
the business of said firm. '
The sale will be made subject U
the approval of the said court, and
upon confirmation ot the sale, the pur
chaser will receive a good and sufficient deed, and will be let Into possession of the premises, which will
be sold as a whole, and without division.
(
A. A. TRIMBLE,
Executor of the last will and testament of Lawrence 8. Trimble, deceased, and
administrator
of the partnership assets of W. a
Trimble & company.
"I have been somewhat coative, but
Doan's Kegulets gave Just the results
dexired. They act mildly and regulate the bowels perfectly."
HKrga
H. Kratitip, 30(5 Walnut avenue.
Al- -'
tfxiia, Pa.
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PUBLICATION.
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A solemn

MARCELINO

Marcellno Martinez, of Ixs Vegas,
has been missing for the past twelve
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
days and his wire Is instituting a numEastbound.
inquiries,
of
fearing
ber
foul play. He
Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
left for f'ecos or Rlbera about two No.a. 2,
departs
8:30 a. mT
weeks ago on a business trip and has No. 4,in.,Chicago Limited,
arrives 11:59
not been heard from since. He carPm., departs 12:09 a. m.
sixty
ried at least
dollars with him. No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City ExThe officers have been notified and
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
Cabe Adams, of Tucumcarl. shot arc
trying
to locate the missing man.
7:45 p. ni.
and instantly killed Warren Middle-toNo. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
because Mlddleton had married
A Disastrous Calamity.
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
his divorced wife.
It is a disastrous calamity, when
As he fired
Westbound.
the contents of five you lose your health, because indichambers of a revolver Into Middle-ton'- s gestion and constipation have sapped No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p.
ni-body. Adams shouted:
departs
8:15 p. m.
"When it away. Prompt relief can be had in
a man breaks up your home and robs Dr. King's New Life Pills.' They No. 3, California Limited, arrives
you of all your happiness, what else build up your digestive organs, and 11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
can you do but kill him?"
cure headache, dizziness, colic,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
Mlddleton and his handsome young
etc. Guaranteed by all drugNo. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
wife came to Raton
about three gists; 25c.
Southbound.
months ago. The woman was the diNo. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
vorced wife of Cabe Adams, of Tu- GAMBLING GROWING
p.
m.
cumcarl.
UNPOPULAR OVER COUNTRY.
Friday, Adams, who heard that the
Gambling Is becoming very unpop- Local freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carcouple were living here, arrived in the ular and the laws against it are being
ries passengers.
city. He at once began a search for enforced all over the country, says the
Arrives From South.
Mlddleton. Sunday morning he met Tombstone Prospector. In a number
the young man coming out of a cigar of cities and towns where the laws No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
a.
m.
store.
against gambling are being enforced,
"Here, damn you," yelled Adams at the poor people are buying homes and No. 10 makes all local stops east of
Albuquerque.
Mlddleton. "I've got you now."
paying for them. They are also living
Mlddleton tried to escape, but his higher and their wives and children No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
pursuer opened fire with a
are not having that hungry look as in No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
Colt's revolver, and Mlddleton fell at the past, in fact the money that has No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
the first shot. Adams then stood over been going to the gambling dens is
his victim and fired four more shots now being placed in useful channels. All trains daily.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
into the Uidy. The murderer then
"I Thank the Lord!"
walked up and down the sidewalk, a
gun In each- - hand, for somv time, keep- cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock,
WANTED
WOMEN TO IN- ing the street clear until he was sure Ark., ' for the relief I got from Buck-len'- s
VEST IN THE BEST OF CLOAK V
Arnica Salve. It cured my fearhis victim was dead. Adams then
VALUES. B. ILFELD & CCS.
turned into the nearest store and-- ! ful running sores, which nothing else
OPPORTUNITY SALE.
would heal, and from which I had sufgave himself up.
Adams Is a deputy Bheriff and cat- fered for five years." It is a marvelA
a
f.
tleman of Tucumcari, and has always ous healer for cuts, burns and wounds.
My
Son
Guaranteed
Lost Motrier.
all druggists; 25c.
born a good reputation.
"Consumption runs in our family,
Two years ago, during his temporSOLD
LAMBS
THEIR
ary absence, his wife secured a diand through it I lost my mother,"
TO COLORADO BUYERS. writes E. B. Reld, of Harmony, Me.
vorce from him. Mlddleton, who was
Perfecto Jaramillo, assessor of Tor- "For the past five years, however,
also married, secured a divorce from
his wife, and last August married Mrs: rance county, accompanied by his on the slightest sign of a Cough or
brother, Benigno, of Palma. passed Cold, I have taken Dr. King's New
Adams.
through Estancia the other evening en Discovery for Consumption, which
Vegas, where they went has saved me serious lung trouble."
Spend your leisure time at the pool route to
hall at No. 115 West Railroad ave- on an extended visit. They have Just His mother's death was a sad loss for
sold 2.500 lambs, at $2.50 per head, to Mr. Reid, but he learned that lung
nue.
Benjamin Preston, of Colorado.
trouble must not toe neglected, and
If in need of fine liquors for family
how to cure it. Quickest relief and
Ground Oil Cake Flax Seed, simon cure for coughs and colds. Price 50c
and medicinal purposes, call on Ernest Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver pure quality. E. W. Fee, 620 South and $1.00; guaranteed at all druggists.
avenue.
Second street.
Trial bottle free.

,

Solemn Duty.

Look for the Man With the White

a,

Chicago special, under date of
November 12, says:
Ten deaths from injuries received
on the gridiron the football harvest
to date bids fair to make the season
of 19115 a record breaker for fatalities
on the field. The outlook is that the
number of casualties will eclipse that
of 19U2, when 15 victims fell in these
games.
Three players were killed the week
before last, while three more died last
week from injuries received earlier in
the season. Iast Saturday three players were injured so seriously that the
latest reports are that their recovery
Is doubtful.
Fifty-ninrecorded deaths Is the list
of football fatalities, so far for the
century.
twentieth
Exclusive of the
present season, 539 wearers of the
moleskin have received Injuries on the
field, more or less serious.
The fatalities recorded are those
that occurred during the season, but
in many Instances death has followed
after months of suffering from Injuries.
For the last four seasons the
casualty list, as compiled from the reports in the newspaper files, is as follows:
Year
Deaths. Injured.
A

t
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(South Broadway, Arno,
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H. E. No. 5TC9.
Department of the Interior, Land OfTHE MEDICAL MEN OF THE MAIN, fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 31, 11105.
LINE OF THE BIG SYSTEM IN
Notice is hereby given that the folSESSION.
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof ONLY GUARANTEED
Surgeons attached to the Atchison, In supNrt of his claim, and that said
CATARRH CURE.
Topeka & Santa Fe hospitals at To-- , proof will be made before the propeka, Fort Madison, la., Ottawa, Kan. J bate clerk at Albuquerque. New Mex- "Hyomei Costs You Nothing,
if it
La Junta, Colo., and Las Vegas, N. ico, on December 5, 1905, viz., GerFails," Says J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
M
and the local surgeons in t'ne trude Heco, widow of Francisco Heco,
employ of the company at various deceased, of Valencia eountv. for the
Among the many
medicines upon
points on the line of the system be- SU3 SE'i. NW'i SK'-iSW4 NE'i, the market that
to cure catarrh
tween Chicago and Denver, southwest of section 2S, township 12 north, none but Hyomei claim
lias enough fait h in
of Albuquerque and El Paso and south range 7 west.
its own merit to offer in irfund the
He names the following witnesses money II' it does not
to Purcell, comprising the Santa Fe
cure.
Railway Medical and Surgical Society, to prove his continuous residence
Hyomei is the only
met hod of
held the first session of their annual upon and cultivation of said land, treatment that isenils by direct
inhalameeting at the Santa Fe hospital in viz., Juan Bautiste Kowetnisneh,
tion to the remote parts of the air
Topeka, Saturday afternoon, says the
Powto, Jose
and
passages, a balsamic air t fiat destroys
Alonza, all of Iaguna, New Mex- all the catarrhal germs
State Journal.
in the breathThis is the ninth annual meeting of ico.
ing organs, enriches and purifies the
the society, and of its enrollment of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
blood with additional
ozone, and
172 members the grear. majority of
Register. makes permanent and complete cures
of catarrh.
The complete outfit costs )i. and
comprises an inhaler, a bottle of Hyomei and a dropper. The inhaler will
y

It you can spare a Highlands,

Saturday and pay day evenings, tintt
9 o'clock. Call any time and get
.streets), at $100,
Horae.
into real estate on the Installment $150' and $200 per lot, on the Install-men- t
For the convenience of those who small map of the addition. ' 110 South
plan. The suburbs of today will be
plan; $10 down, and balance In are busy during the week, the com- Second street. D. K. B. SELLERS, within four blocks of the business cen payments of only $1 per week. Buy pany will have a representative
on
Manager.

semi-annua-

CUT-OFF-

LOTS IN THE CITY OF lots in the Eastefli

few oVdlars each week or month, go Edith and Walter

h

To-pek-

four or five lots right now, before the1 the grounds every Sunday moralnfr.
company is prices are advanced, and your Invest- from 9 to 12 o'clock, noon, to show
tit
residence ment will earn you 100 per cent In a exact location of the different lot.
Addition to the short time.
The downtown office will also beop
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H A tninufactareJ by the California

Fig Syrup Co., and moi Jc-article and to get its beneficial ef!Wts,
""" r:as ony to note, when purchasing, the fu'l imp'.- of
th-;.v',.f nieComp.my California Fig Syrup Co. plainly prints-doi rice, juc per uouie.
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If. V. No.

6KG8.

Department of the Interior. Land
fice at Santa Ke, New Mexico,

OfOc-tol.- er

31, lytiS.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has died notice
of hid Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 6, 1905, viz., Juan
Bautiste Kowemlsneh, of Valencia
county, New Mexico, for the SV4
NWVi, N1, SW"4, section 2$, township
12

north, range

7

west.

lie names the following witnesses

to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
Bisenta Alouza and TeoUoro Powto,
all of Lagtina, New Mexico.
MANUEL

H. OTKRO.

Register.

Man's Unselfishness
is often as great as woman's. But
Thos. s. Austin, Mgr. of the "Republican," of Leavenworth, Ind., was not
unreasonable, when he refused to
allow the doctors to operat on hie
wife, for female trouble.
"Instead,"
he says, "we concluded to try Electric
Hitters. My wife was then so sick,
she could hardly leave her bed, and
five (5) physician had failed to relieve ber. After taking Electric Bitters, she was perfectly cured, and can
niw perforin all her household duties." Guaranteed by all drugsUts
price 50c.

i
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The Citizen Publishing Company

Published Dally
W. 8. STRICKLER
President
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Weekly

DIED IN PARIS

Is

Business Manner
in the life slory of Princess
There are heart
Pierre Itouaparte, who w.is bunel in Pans the other day.
She came from the plain peone and s lie was good and
sweet, and history s;i)s she was a:t beautiful as she was
good. A good many years ai;o a pr.nce walked into her
life nnd she became a great holy. Tie re were diamond
ind line clothes, and a palace to live in. and. lust of all,
a husband who was tenderly true ami wiuj really loveii
her. That does otun hamuli wlun i
mairits a prince.
In 1870 came b;oodslicd and the 'lays of the republic,
and Princo Pierre, to sae his. life. ,1, from Franco with
his wife and two rnildren. Those were dark days. Pov
erty came, distressing poverty, a 'id a prince who wanted
to lie a breadwinner lay sick in bid. And the Princess
I'ierre remembered two things: That
loed her hus
band and children, and that siio was a woman beiure. kIk1
was a princess. She went to wo:k. She became a dressmaker and plied her needle early and laie. She cared for
her Invalid husband and loved hun to the day of bis death,
and she labored bravely until tne time came when her
son, Prince Roland Bonaparte, was able to care tor her.
To be sure, it was no worse for a princess to woik
than a peasant. Hut how few titled women there are
who could forget precedent, pride, tradition and all the
nobility from tho plain
things that separate the
people, and cheerfully and tenderly (support a family by
hard lalor? In Europe they called the woman who now
lies In her grave "the Cinderella Princess" and the name
fitted, for she was useful, and beautiful, and good.

mm
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BREAD OR A STONE

'

I

There is no telling what new idea a Chicago professor
will turn up. Prof. Walter 13. Scott, of Northwestern
university, has surpassed all the rest with the stratling
discovery that riding on railroad trains Is conducive to
the writing of poetry. "The mind is compelled to break
the steady click of the wheels on the rails into spans of
two and three, and the thoughts unconsciously are timed
into metrical feet. The result is that the production of
verses is greatly facilitated by riding on a train and giving oneself to the influence of the sound of the wheels."
For goodness sake, can't some one Induce the. Morning
Aftermath s second fiddle to travel a good deal by fall?
Maybe, then, there would be some improvement in tne
awfully dislocated feet of his usual jingle.
ferryboat owned and operated by the elty of
made Its first trip the other day with ceremony and
public rejoicing. New York city now owns interborough
communication of three kinds bridges, subways and
ferries and thus has its hand on three great avenues of
traffic between its five component parts. The economist
years
or politician who should have ventured twenty-fivago to predict such an extension of municipal control of
land and water highways, would have been called an impractical visionary. The world moves fast. The dreams
of yesterday are realities today and history tomorrow.
Only the wideawake keep up with the procession of
events.
New-Yor-

A

e

new use has been found for the oil which so
strongly permeates sheep's wool it imparts waterproof
qualities to all materials upon which it is used. A French
traveler in Arabia, M. Dumotet, having noticed that the
native woven stuffs had peculiar properties which protected them from moisture, thoroughly Investigated the
manner in which the materials are manufactured and
came to the conclusion that their Impermeability to
moisture was due to the fact that the Arabian women do
not wash out the wool before spinning it. There may be
in this statement a fact worthy the attention of the wool
scouring plants of this city and territory, and of the Rio
Grande woolen mills, located here.
A

i
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From the present time till the middle or latter part
of February iB considered by many arborism as the best
time for tree planting, in the course of the entire year.
s
Albuquerque is beautiful
of the year with its
magnificent collection of trees, and their resulting greenery and shade. But it must not be forgotten that a large
proportion of the city trees are of the quick growth kind,
and that their decline will be as rapid as their growth.
Kvery year, now, should witness the planting of trees to
take the place of those which soon will begin to decay.
two-third-

truant school

boy stood stolidly

before Justice
Caverly, of Chicago, and grinned contempt when the
teacjier testified that he had been absent from school
five days this term and that his attendance last year was
only spasmodic.
The boy felt that his defense was sound. He had
tested it often and it had never failed. He spoke up con
fidently: "I had the toothache." "You didn't have the
toothache this year and last year, too, did you?" asked
the court. "Yas, sir,"' replied the boy. The father
questioned. " hy have you kept your son out of school
In violation of the law?" demanded the Justice. "He had
the toothache," answered the father. The mother was
sworn. "What do you mean by not sending your son to
school?" asked the court. "He had the toothache," sobbed
the mother. "You will pay $5 and cotsts," said the jus
tice, "and have that tooth pulled Immediately.1' The
money was paid cheerfully enough, but boy and parents
alike protested against the pulling of the tooth. The boy
declared the tooth was not aching just then. The mother
pleaded that It might never ache again. The father said
toothache did not amount to much anyway. lint the conn
was inflexible. "That tooth must be pulled before night.
If it is not I will have you brought back here and fined
$20 and costs."
Here is a precedent in law that may find Infinite application. There is no principle of law good for boys
that is not also good for men. The man who on the
afternoon of a ball game sends word to bis office or store
that he is suddenly taken sick may be investigated, and,
whether he likes It or not, compelled to take a course of
naety nostrums. Since it is the law that toothache must
not be made a convenience by a boy, there are lots of
excuses offered by men for dereliction of duty which call
for rigid inquiry and heroic treatment.
A

-

$12 Refrigerators
....$9
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.. ..$6.75
$3 China Tea Sets
....$61
40c China Salad Bowls
...25c
China,
at 20
Decorated Havlland

per cent discount.

75c Glass Berry Sets
...25c
35c Glass Water Pitchers...., .. .20c
..$1.25!
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
..$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
...65c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
...40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50

2piece Suits, from

8

LONDON

3

Corner Second

"

AFRICAN

DIAMOND

LIVERY

CLUB

mmmmmmmm

.$3.00 to $6.00

piece Suits, from. .$4.50 to $7.50
$4.50 to $6.50
Blouse Suits. from

3

Boys Overcoats, from

.

.

.

.

SI

$3.50 to $9.00
I

I never deal
in trash. It's noth
ing short of wasting money to buy!
poor, cheap clothes for a boy.

M. MANDELL

?

The Clothier and Furnisher.

AND

M

Prop.
C. GRANNIS,
Auto Phone, 311. 1,010., 300 nea.
K
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico, fj
New
Albuquerque,
XXXXXXXXXXXTXjrXXXXXXXXXXXX

an Instrument that Is the product of
master workmen. Perfect In tone, enduring In construction and with a suf
ficient volume of carrying power to make the Instrument useful.
The Chlckerlng Bros., Bush & Lane, and Victor pianos are such.
WE SELL

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble A
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK. Proprietor, Perea. N. M.

PIPES

good music. It cannot be procured on
any old kind of a piano. If ycu have
a taste for good music, you should buy

S
U

and Marquette.

SPRINGS

THEM

LEARNARD & L INDEMA NN
THE SQUARE MUSIC

DEALERS.

oooooooooo
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The Happy Housewife
Who takes pride In her tread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be bad by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

Owing to the large demand
for my own brands of Cigars,
and limited space, I am forced
to sell all of R. Massey & Co.'s
brands of Cigars at half price.
at Eight for

5c Cigars

interesting paper on "The Diamond Pipes and
Fissures of South Africa" was recently read before the
British Association by H. S. Harger. The author con
siders that the age of the Orange River Colony and the
Cape Colony pipes is triassic (late) or jurasslc. and that

25c; 10c and Two

the Pretoria pipes are contemporaneous.
"They are,"
he said, "the latest eruptlves of South Africa." The
origin of the blue ground in the pipes he considers due
to the shattering of the ultra basic rocks, such as
ecloglte, pyroxenite and herzolite, all of which are commonly met with and are made up of the minerals which
form the bulk of the blue ground. In these rocks garnet
occurs plentifully, and also olivine and pyroxene. The
diamond has frequently been found crystallized in garnet
and more rarely in olivine; hence the gem must have
had its genesis in the ultra basic zone in which those
minerals originated.
The experiments of Crookes and
Moissan suggest that the presence of Iron was necessary
for the formation of the diamond; but to this Mr. Harger
objected, 9 wing to the fact that the necessary iron does
not exist in the diamond mines, and also because Dr.
Frledlander's experiments proved that diamonds can be y
formed in olivine without the enormous pressure and
heat aimed at by other experimentalists.
In conclusion,
the author expresses the opinion that a
ultra
basic zone, in which garnet and
silicates
predominate, was the medium in which the crystallization
pf the diamond occurred.
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BEDS,

BEDDING,

ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

THE NEW YORK FAIR

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

ARMIJO & CO.

Furnishing Goods Now Arriving

Sneclal
Salea Everv Saturday.... Auto Phone 601.
r

Third Street

121 N.

0OeX0000000 0000Oe000P0
WHERE TO DINK WELL

Time, Labor
and Money

Santa Fe Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte. Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH. LOBSTERS AND GAME
8EASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

OO0OC0f0

THANKSGIVING NUTS
Direct shipment, new stock.
Jumbo Almonds, lb.
Jumbo Pecans, lb.
Jumbo Filberts, lb.
Jumbo Brazils, lb.
They are largest and finest
nuts we ever saw; call and
inspect before buying.

25c

SAUSAGE

Fresh shipments by express
every week.
Cothaer Cervelat,
QC
Salami, lb
UUU

Frankfurters,

lb

Brauschwelger Leber- wurst, lb

OC
hP
m3U

MACKEREL
good I
but
Small,
I
stock, each

IN

Exclusive agents
Se.VsMpt Oysters

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cetita they cost no more, ta quality they are
better than
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirany other. You are most oordlslly invited to examine our new
line.
d

BLUE LABEL MINIATURE
CREAM CHEESE
Made of
pure cream, very rich and del
icate.
Put up in

small bricks,
per pound

ORIOLE

price

MAMMOTH

ERELA jumbo
.

.

.

.

bricks,

ORIOLE

:40 c

the

CROMARTY

Each

2

20c

Tor

taken at a fair valuation.
FURNITURE

CO, 205

Gold

Ays.

O

Albuquerque
0
0

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
Repair om Mining and Mill Machinery m Specialty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east side of railroad track.

I5c

FRESH SMOKED TONGUE
A new lot

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

THE McBRAIN

0

BLOATERS
one labeled,

In

Old stoves

MACK

BLACK EAGLE LIMBURGER
A fine Old limburger,
scien
tifically cured, soft and mel
low. Put up in twoj

pound
pound

Prices

I5C

NORWAY

fl rt
UU

The saving of time meana oemfert.
The saving of labor mean eaoo The
saving ef money mean sssnemy. AN
these savings can beet be aMafaie4 by
biatalllng a

O000-00-0-

size, each
USINGER

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

FURNITURE,

oooooooooo oooooooooo
Gent's

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

117 South Second Street
115 W. Railroad Avenue

IRON

ANTONIO

West Copper Avenue.

HOUSE

will be sold at Five for 25c,

until they are all sold.
11
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"EMPRESS."

o

for

i

M. BERGER '

An

25c Cigars

STREET.

SECOND
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NOTICE!
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AVE.

FEED STABLE a

JEMEZ HOT
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Albuquerque
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Hardware
Company

OF THE SOUTH

voted for the resolution against joint statehood at Santa
Lost Opportunities.
Fe the other day, did not represent to exceed live per
That she
Triuidad is a city of lost opportunities.
cent of the people of that county, and that more than
ninety per cent of the people of San Juan county are In has been successful Is due entirely to tho force of circumstances and not through any extraordinary enterprise.
favor of and anxious for joint statehood.
Prosperity has come because prosperity could not be
A telegraph line is soon to be opened from the Medi held out. Is there another city iu the United States, the
terranean to Timbuctoo. It is going to be possible, to wiry center of a coal production second only to that of Penn
messages from any metropolis in the world to the very sylvania, which has less claim to be called a manufac
heart of the great Sahara desert. A line has for some turmg city? Empty cars by the hundred thousand ate
oases, which once were one drawn lulo Trinidad every year. Why are not these cars'
time been open to the
u
oie for smellers whoso lires are fed with our
i ui
T!..,,f millions of ahoep is scoured hero. Why
whose outrages upon caravans were k ui.ih s .,, ii.iui
. aii
No city east or wet
i.o, l.a.o woolen mills?
The tain vsh,. - .mm"
from time immemorial.
jim.i chance to become the center of a great
li"
the world into Fraall space.
uuhe ai.lu.uy a has ours. Trinidad Advertiser
An elderly and dignified colored waiter, a part "l
whoso duties consisted in ringing a hand bell through
Editorial Amenities.
the halls of the country Inn where he was employed, was
Albuquerque
The
Journal Second fiddle I we may exone morning iibkoil l,y a lodger, putting his head out of plain to our readers that we ate not calling names; it
his bed room door, "Say, Sambo, is that the second bell?" uaiued Itself) suggests that Tho Optic Is in need of
"No, Bah;" replied the indignant waiter; "it am do second
If we may be allowed to express au opinion on a
riugln' of de fust bell." The story la suggestive of the subject in which we are not interested, it will be that
fiddle. Which Is it?
Morning Afierinath's
The Optic is not uearly so much in need of a lubricant
as the Second Fiddle, which has of late developed a
In
Times,
Colo.,
Cripple
McCrea,
Creek,
W. H.
of the
frightful sqeak. Hut if Kiddle-Deof the Journal is iu
conversation with the editor ut The Citizen, yesterday, need of a drop or two of oil Judiciously applied, Kiddle-Duexpressed great surprise that there is any opposition to
needs nothing of the kind. His wheels go round
Joint statehood in either New Mexico or Arizona. He smoothly and he lies quite easily enough. i.as Vegas
an
congress
will
at
also expressed his confidence that
Optic.
early day pass the jointure enabling act for the new
states of Oklahoma and Arizona, and o wash Its hands
Fruitful Lincoln.
of the territorial admission question for many years.
In a late trip through the southern half of the county
grass nop the writer of this was mote than pleased at the fruitful-nes- s
(1 ) "The
Aftermath: Definition
of the whole region. Beginning at Nogal canyon,
of the season, after the lii-- t has been cut." tli) "A secpaper,
anywhere
morning
but a few years ago was dotted here and there
which
A
mowing."
Illustration:
ond
and every when-- , which guts over the ground mowed the with rude miners' cabins, with uu occasional truck patch,
day before by the evenlug paper, and in default of fresh a rod or two In extent near by, one finds large corn fields
and r hashes that which the evening an' iicrfs of vrretob'e which In size urow almost benews,
The whole country from Nogal divide
paper had already published. No wonder the Daily yond credulity.
in this city, according to its own to the Honlto is now u lather thickly M'lsled, prosperous
Aftermath, publi-he- d
figures, pays ouly 13 a week fur The CHIzeu's leavings. community. While Oaks Ou'loek.
elal-oiate- s

Special Prices
On the Following

2t
ORIGIN

Hon. V. n. Childers, chairman of the executive comJoint Statehood league, is in
mittee of the
receipt of a letter from a league friend in San Juan county, stating that the traveling auditor, Mr. Saftord, and
Judge Pendleton, of the board of Immigration, when they

i.-

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

FAIL OF SUCCESS

j

xxxxxxxxxxzzxxtrxxxxrxxxix

that the matter of garbage has been settled by
the city council, the matter of street crossings and street

Over 43 per cent of the students of the University of
Kansas are wholly or partly self supporting, says the
Newton, Kansas, Republican. Of the men, 55 per cent
The peror partly so.
are classed as
centage of women students who are' paying their own
expenses is a fraction over 20.
It is estimated that 100
students are earning their way while in school. Most
students, however, have either
of the
saved their school expenses before entering the university, or earn their expense money during the summer
vacations.

10

About the boy's clothing question.
The boy who is clothed hers will
wear better clothes and he'll wear
them longer than he will If hist
parents are not particular about
where they buy.

We

CURE WARRANTED
NEVER

Now

macadamizing should not long be deferred by the city
fathers. The material at the base of the eastern mesa
is a natural, unsolidified concrete. By proper sifting and
removal of the large boulders, by experimental determination of the best proportion of the smaller boulders and
the earthen and sandy material in which they lie, and
the proper admixture of adobe dirt as a, binder for the
other materials, .there is no doubt that an admirable material for both crossings and road bed can be procured
at the. very doors of the city.

EXCUiF.

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER

Want
to Drop a
Hint

PRINCESS

W. T. McCREIGHT

Who ran road about that procession of Uu thousands
of starving women who paraded the street of London
crying for bread without feeling that in some ways modern society has innffn a dismal fai'urc?
Those women are the wives of Kuglisli workingmcn
for whom there in no rhanre ti wink under the present
system of things. Yet times lire not hard in England.
There Is no depression f industries. There Is simply no
demand for unskilled labor and ih. se men are common
laborers. They want to work. They beg for work. And
winter 1b Just begun. They are not paupers but tney will
Im. There is nothing ahead of them but the crowded
workhouse.
And as disheartening as the sad procession of the
women, was the reply of Balfour to the delegation. He
offered' the workmen absolutely no hope. Even worse,
he, premier of England, pave them a lecture on the dangers of socialism! They asked for brtad and he gave
them a stone.
Which is tie worse of the two evils, "destruction
of the springs of national enterprise and eneruv" or the
pauperizing of thousands of honeHt men, willing and
anxious to work? Modern civilization confronts a condition, not a theory. Mincing phrases about "paternalism"
cannot cure the cruel condition of forced Idleness, hunger, cold, misery and starvation a condition which, if it
is incurable, Is enough to make human brains feel bankrupt and humane hearts grow sick.
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PACE FOUR.

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

just received.

The only
city market
the southwest
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Kastmuu Kodaks and I'lttogrnphic
Supplies
Fine Stationery. HuylerjAi l.onney's Candies
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs
i

0.

A. MATS0N & COMPANY

BARNETT BUILDING

205 WEST RAILROAD

mimr.

AVE.
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NO BURGLARIES

GET A NUMBER

FAIR

ON YOUR HOUSE

MEETING LAST NIGHT

LAST

CLAUDE DOANE TO
'

NIGHT

Low Priced Selling of Fall Dress Goods

BE TRIED HERE

But no New Officers Elected, City Council Seems Disposed Extra Vigilance of Police Put Change of Venue Will be
a Damper on Wholesale
to Enforce House NumTaken From McKinley to
This Matter Being Left to
Thieving.
bering Ordinance.
a Committee of 15.
Bernalillo County,
THIS

ANOTHER MEETING

CITY

EVENING

J'ui'fiiiynt to call. Issued In Thet'itI
sen a few dnys ago, the annual meet
Mexico Territorial
lnR of the New
Fair association met Inst night up!
Btairs over Zelgerg cafe, and while
not as laraelv attended as a previous
innnttne at lonuf flffv renrnarnt.it Ivn
citizens were present and much en
thusiasm was manifested.
W. H. Greer, president of the twenty-fifth
annual fair, presided, and n.
K. B. Sellers officiated as secretary.
After order had been observed the
secretary arose and addressed the
meeting on the subject of Incorporating the association.
Ills remarks
were to the point, were opportune, and
favorable comment from
elicited
those present.
The suggestion was discussed by
othrrs, and It was finally agreed to
Incorporate as soon as possible, or
rather Immediately following the
election of officers and board of directors for the next annual fair.
The secretary then read the resignation of J. B. Herndon as treasurer,
and on motion It was accepted. The
meeting also accepted the resignations
of George L. Brooks, president, B.
Spitz, vice president and I. S. Hosen-walsecretary, which had previously
been submitted, but had not come before the meeting In official form until
last night.
This was followed by a motion,
which was seconded, that a committee of fifteen be chosen, with power
to elect the new officers of the next
annual fair.
Before this motion was put It was
moved and seconded that the chair
appoint a committee of three.' who
should retire and select twenty-fivnames from which fifteen were to be
selected whose duties it should be 10
,
choose the new officers.
Messrs. E. J. Washburn, H. D. Weil-le- r
and Joseph Walker were cnosen
a committee of three, and they sonn
returned with a list of twenty-livnames. Balloting then proceeded, and
the following were elected as the
committee of fifteen:
B. H. Briggs, P. F. McCanna, 1"). A.
Macpherson, W. T. McCrelght, Felix
S.
Hubbell, M.
H. Lester, Thomas
Mandell. B. Spitz, W. H. Greer, G. P.
Learnard, David S. ttosenwald. Fid
Newcomer, Dr. J. K. Pearce, O. N.
Marron and J. H. O'Riclly.

j

adjourned

"'"'

AND

-

mercv of the law, which will probably
have more to do with getting the city
elso;
well numbered than anything
Most people are morally afraid of the
law, and In this case there is reason
for them to be a little anxious, as the
city council, since it has complied with
its part of the ordinance, feels disposed to enforce the part applying to
i roperty owners.
That ptrt of the ordinance applying
to the penalty for not numbering
houses is as follows:
"In case any owner, occupant, or
agent of any building in this city,
shall refuse, fail or neglect to number
sticti building within the time sped-- ,
fled in the next preceding section, or
number, or attempt to number, such
building otherwise than In conformity
with the provisions herein, such per- son snail he deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and. upon conviction thereof shall he fined not less than five
doldollars, nor more than twenty-fivlars; and when such fine is paid, the
chiiiniian of the street committee shall
have fcuch building correctly numbered
at the expense of the city."
A foregoing section of the ordinance
provides that a house or building shall
bo numbered within ten days after
Its completioin.

and
into

i

nalillo county jail awaiting trial.
It Is said that the evidence against.
Doane Is very strong, as when captured he was wearing tlm hat and had
the horse and saddle belonging to
the dead bchool teacher.
The trial
promises to be one of the most interesting ever held in the territory.
Call of Criminal Docket
Judge Abbott having sustained the
demurrers filed by District Attorney
Frank W. Clancy to the pleas in
abatement literposed last mouth to a
large number of Indictments, it Is
expected that tomorrow morning at
9:30 o'clock there will be a call of the
criminal docket for the purpose of
ascertaining what cases will be called
for trial In December when the trial
Jurors will report for duty.
Obstructed United States Mail.
This morning Deputy United States
Marshals Harry Cooper and Fred Fornoff arrived In the city from Jemez,
where they went a couple of days ago
to arrest three Pueblo Indians on the
charge of obstructing the United
States mails. 'It is alleged that the
Indians got hold of some liquor and
while In a druken frenzy held up the
stage containing the United States
mail. They were turned over to Sheriff Perfecto Armijo and locked up In
the county Jail, where they will be
held to answer to the serious charge
filed against them.

j
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WANTED Second-hanand harness. 410
i

ret t.

fintle

South

himny

.
ILFELD & COMPANY'S.
Silk I.ansdowne in latest
OPPORTUNITY is
NOVEMBER
Regular $1.25 yd.
evening shades
PALE COMMENCES TUESDAY,
lvalue; reduced for this Bale to P5e
NOVEMBER 14.
yd., at The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
i

contract

with Mr. George

H

I7

JJJe

,

T7
AS

V
VV,

Black, Green,

New MEXICO'S

l2Ld

33'3c M
38c M

8 ln

All

Albatross;

Wool

50c

5Qc

Na-

a

yard; sale price

assorted

l2Ld

15"!

42'2c

shades, for

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

0

0

THE CELEBRATED

'

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

0

We

8t

0

Bottled Ih Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distiller,

are

showing

and Winter
sign in

:r

the Fall
eon, new de-

FRANKFORT. KT.

Carpets. Rtigs, Matting, Linoleum,

MELINI & EAKIN

Ctir tains, Portieres and Draperies

Sol

Agent.

And also a full line ot

Albuquerque,

M. M.
Automatlo Phone, 19.

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

0
0

Our price are the lowest.
:

0. W. Strong's Sons

0

STRONO BLOCK.

0

Albert Faber,

UNDERTAKERS

0

Anto phone, 118. Bell phone, 115.

Superintendent
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Am

and

IN. Q
Director end Embmlmer

Residence

BORDERS f funerel

Auto

Electric

Electrical
Engineer and

Contractor.

Wife

F ASTERN

Coronado '

4 "

ft

of!
J

...

Contractors'
ciation.

asso-

We glT
for the pi-

ticket
ano contest

Easy Terms

HOW.

I

Electrio
lighting,
power and pumping plant, dynamos, motors
and
electrical
uppllea.
House wiring. Authorized agent to
Crocker, Wheeler at
Co. Agent for th
General Electric Co.
induction
motors.
Largest stock of
electrlcat fixture 1
the southwest. Are
member of the National
Electrical

The Babies

Any Old Kind

A

Construction Co., Inc.

So

For You
I

phone, No.

Phone.

Tite Southwestern

8 j Your

J0

'

MONUMENTS.
N. Second St., Both

305 Ratlfoad Avenue

Commercial Club Building.
Black or White Hearse, 15.00
CITT UNDERTAKER.

Auto, 'phone,

465.

oooooxococa
ooooNtooo The Colorado
Telephone Co.

Room

Gold Ave.

It,

N. T. Armijo Building.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior

VV.

LEADING JEWCLER

50c
50c M

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Porterfield Company

Iliekox, agreeing to sell to him our Jewelry Business, Including stock, fixtures, and good wlil, January 1, 190fi.
One stroug feature of our agreement with Mr. Hlckox Is
that we promise to reduce our very large and complete
stock to the lowest possible point before that date and
with tliis end in view, we will begin, Saturday, November
4, a SPECIAL
CLOSING
OUT SALE to continue until
December 31, at which time we positively retire from the
Jewelry Business, having arranged to go Into the manufacturing lumber business in British Columbia.
Our business In Albuquero.ua has Increased steadily
year by year, and grateful for, this, we propose for the
sext two months, to cut out the big end of our profits
aud to give you such a genuine bargain a of really
Fine, High Grade Goods, as lias never been offered In
our city.
We Invite you to make your selections now and avoid
the rush of the December trade. We have ample vauit-rooand will gladly lay aside the goods you F.iect, until
you are ready for them.
We have been in the Jewelry Business
years, and
have never yet advertised a fake sale. In this sale we
will offer you rare bargains
in DiannVds and Fine
Watches. Every sale will bo backed by my personal
guarantee. Mail orders solicited and sat
'J jn assured

Fourth

Brllllantine;

vy, Brown and Red; worth 85c

Visit our store and see. the following
Great Values:

.

.

DRY GOODS CO.

PRICES"

"

We have entered Into a

Yard

pieces Fancy Mixed Dress Goods;
75c values;
choice of entire lot,
t

50

OCXXCOCiCOCOCOCOCOCCOOCOC

To Our Patrons and Friends

01.15

Cheviot Serge, in
Black, Navy and Brown; worth
S0c; sale price

"LOW

Yard
X3Ld

All Wool

I

An Open Letter

AAAAt

very
Chiffon
Broadcloths;
newest shade; a $1.50 per. yard
value; on salo for
plecos of Finest All Wool Fancy
French Flannels; sold up to $1.25
per yard; choice of lot at
pieces All Wool Waist Ings; "Fancy;" worth S5c per yard; sale
price

XaLd

.90c

..

Fine All Wool Challles, for 50c per
yard; pretty Half Wool Challles,
for

To all women who consider the class
of Dress Goods, the time of year, and
above alt the

coooooo0oyo oooooooooo

IIMItltlMllftt;

15

IMPORTANCE

Public

UTtttiU

B7c

12 inch

SPECIAL

heavy, in Greys,

SBc

Fine Broadcloths, In stylish
Dress Shades; worth $1.25 per
yard; you can buy them now for ..

Special Notice to the

j

cxira

at

IS OF

201-21-

have bought the entire
Interest of the Highland
meat market, and solicit a
continuance of your patronage and guarantee satisfaction. I. J. Mize will remain
with me as cutter, ready to
serve his friends.
I. H. FORD.
We cheerfully wish our
successor, I. H. Ford, success
and the patronage of our
many customers.
O. W. PARK & SON.

25c M

Grey

Ladles Cloth; all wool, In 15
different shades; a splendid value,

"OFFER"

oooccKxxxyyyyyxxxxxiooooom

.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

if

INDIANS'

lup, where he was bound over to await
the next term of court for MciKnley
county on the charge of murder. Baca,
who was bound over for horse stealing, has been confined In the Ber

e

with adjournment,

lltUliltttttilH

AGAhSf

train later In a terribly decomposed state.
.
west.
Territorial officers at once went to
Another Suspect Arrested.
work on' the case and after many
Recause he persisted
In
wearing weeks
work, it was ascertained that
false whiskers and acted in a suspi- Doane ofwas
seen with Lyons only a
cious manner, Officer Kennedy last short time before
his death. Search
night, upon instructions from Chief was
for Doane and after
tbn beganextending
McMUlin. took into custody one E. W. a long
over several
chase
Van Walke. employed in the brass
he was captured in Taos
foundry at the Santa Fe shops. Aftert counties
county, together with Jose Baca, an
wing exanunen me ponce were con- alleged accomplice, by Deputy
vinced that Van Walke had no con- States Marshal Fred Fornoff United
Spenection with the numerous burglaries cial Officer Ben Williams, of and
Santhe
that have been committed In the last ta Fe railway. Doane was taken to
few nights, and he was released with the penitentiary at
Santa Fe after he
the warning that now was a bad was given a preliminary
trial at Gal-

time for a man to be snooping around
the residence districts wearing false
whiskers. He promised to be good.
Painter Arrested for Theft
Clarence Murphy, a painter In the
employ of E. A. Farrell, a contract
painter, was arrested last night upon
wno
complaint or his employer,
charges Murphy with the theft of a
'
number of paint brushes and other
material from his shop. Murphy vlg- orously denies his guilt and has em
ployed Attorney W. C. Heacock to
defend him.. His case will be heard
at 5 o'clock this evening.
Thought He Had Moral Right
Robert Cain, a stranger In the city,
was arrested last night upon the
charge of begging on the streets and
being a vagrant. He was arraigned In
police court this morning and pleaded not guilty to the charge. Cain addressed the court In a dignified manner, and carefully weighing his words,
replied to tne charge as follows:
MARKET REPORT
''Your honor, I am not guilty. I
i: .
consider that I. have a moral right If
'J
Closing quotations received tiy TV J. not a. legal right to beg. You know
I have to live."
Graf & Co., correspondent for LoThe judge's reply was a sentence
gan & Bryan, Barnett building.
of ten days In Jail, where he will be
Amalgamated Copper
fed by the city. Cain refused to go
80
to work and was placed In the dark
American Sugar
138
Atchison, common
84V6 cell In the city bastile.
Atchison, pfd
103
' r
Baltimore & Ohio
1104ft
iT
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
ALL WOMEN SHOULD AT- 16
TEND OUR GREAT OPPORTU- Canadian Paclflo
172
if NITY
SALE, . WHICH COM- Colorado Fuel & Iron
42
MENCES TUESDAY, NOVEM- - T
Colorado Southern, common.,.. 26V4
Colorado Southern, first
BER 14.
V
62
Colorado Southern, second .... 42
A A
A AAAAAAAAft
A A A
Chicago, Great Western, common 20
High grades of whiskies, wines, etc.
C. & O..-B24
Val Blatz best Milwaukee beer. All
Erie, common
48
goods delivered free. Ernest Meyers
Erie, first
81
Louisville & Nashville
1484 & Co., 116 West Silver avenue.
; . 98
Missouri Pacific
Attend our Sale of New Fall Dress
Metropolitan
117
Stylish dress goods at prices
Mexican Central
23V4 Goods.
New York Central
150U that will surprise, at The Golden Rule
Dry Goods Co. 15 per cent reduction
85
Norfolk
on all Black Dress Goods.
Reading, common
138
139
Pennsylvania
When you are In need of fine liquors
Hock Island, common
28V4
wines, call on Ernest Meyers &
Rock Island, pfd
71H land
116 West Silver avenue.
Auto
Republic Iron & Steel, common 24 .Co.,
;.. 69 matic phone, 240.
Southern Pacific
175
St. Paul
e"
JS
35
Southern Railway
e"
SAM KEE
96
Tennessee Coal & Iron
says that he has lots of pretty
130
Union Pacific, common
things, comprising Toys, Indian
IT. S. S., common
36
Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and
V. S. S pfd
..102
Chinese and Japanese goods, for
. .
Wabash, common
20
Christmas.
.. 41
Wabash, pfd
215 South 8econd Street.
.. 29
Wisconsin Central, common
93
. .
Western Union
52
O. & W., common
'. 25
Greene, Copper

There will be a meeting of the
Woman's Guild of St. John's church
tomorrow afternoon, In the Guild hall,
at 2:30 o'clock. All members are requested to be present.
A. M. I.ainbright, a prominent attorney of l.us Animas. Colo., is in the
pertaining to some
city on matters
Indian depredation claims. The gentleman was introduced at The Citizen office by Pror. O. S. Kamsay.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, accompanied by John W. Sullivan, superintendent of the ccal mines of the New
There are ginger worms and
Mexico Fuel & Iron company at lla-gapoint,
morning
that
for
left this
red -- pepper bugs queer boarddriving overland. He will be absent
ers that have to be looked
trom the city for several days.
Mrs. Chalotte Belle Roberts, aged for, not in Schilling's Best, but
the
31 years, died this morning at
There are eggs
family home. 115 South Arno stree.t. in making it.
after a lingering illness. The deceased of these queer boarders,
too
came to Albuquerque a month ago
from California and is survived by a small to b killed by grinding.
husband ami two children. The remains have been taken in charge by Don't keep spices warm, or
the Fuehr Undertaking company, and, they'll hutch.
will be shipped to the old hoiiii;
the deceased in Manchester, Iowa, tomorrow morning. The bereaved husband and children will accompany the
(JAR- WEAR
TO
READY
body.
MENTS, CLOAKS AND SUITS,
GREATLY REDUCED IN PRICE
e
e
e
AT B. ILFELD & CO S. SALE.
WANTED A BUYER FOR A
S
WOMAN'S SUIT WORTH $.10,
ouuacrlue for The Evening Cttlien.
FOR $10.50. B. II.FLT.D & CO S,
Astrachan Cloakings.
OPPORTUNITY SALE.
Fine line of Astrachan Cloakings for
A
children's coats, in shades of Green,
Navy And Fancy Mixed, sold up to
CULINARY WRINKLES
$2.50 yard, reduced for this sale to
$1.00 yard, at The Golden Rule Dry
Revised, up to date, by a practical Goods
Co.
This book now contains
Instructor.
a
valuable recipes, useful to every
Chafing dish cookery,
housewife.
SOLE OWNER $16.50 GIVES
soups, delicious bouilllons,
dainty
YOU THE SOLE OWNERSHIP
beef tea, etc. Visit the demonstraOF A SUIT WORTH $30.00, AT
li. ILFELD & CO S. NOVEMBER
tion of Armour's extract of beef, at
our store. Ask the lady In charge
OPPORTUNITY SALE.
how to get a copy of this book, and
9 A
t99t9999 9
t
wiiilo there try a cup uf delicious
beef tea of bouillon. It's all free, with
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
our compliments.

B.

SERIOUS CHARGE

1

er they desire to purchase their house
By this
numbers from him or not.
systematic canvas of the city, no
house will escape the canvasser, as
the selling of a sign will make a visit
to each house worth while. It will
also place the property owner at the

and discussed the availability of several well known gentlemen for the
offices, and in the language of Mr.
Spitz: "The town Is absolutely full
of good timber for all the offices."
Plans for the conduct of the fair
next year were discussed, pro and
con, and the committee will no doubt
have Its report ready for the meeting
of the general committee this evening at 8 o'clock over Zetger's cafe,
when the names of new officers and
other details for the carrying on of
next year's fair will be submitted for
approval or rejection.

RUE

RELEASED

l

the committee of three met this
morning at the office of W. H. Greer

COLOEN

GALE

In

Habit Dress and Skirting Cloths;
Brown, Green, Navy, Tan and
Black; well worth 75c a yard;
priced now at

.

This DRESS GOODS

--

session, organizing by electing Mr.
McCanna chairman, and Mr. McCrelght secretary.
The qualifications of several gentlemen for president and secretary
for the next year's fair were fully discussed, and the names of several
present were suggested for the offices, but they declined the honors.
It was finally moved and seconded
that a committee of three be named
by the chair to see as to the selection of a president and secretary for
the next fair, first meeting this morning at the office of W. H. Greer, and
to report tonight to the committee of
fifteen at another meeting up stairs
over Zeiger'a cafe. The chair appointed aa that committee, Messrs.
W.H.Greer, B. Spitz and D. A. Macpherson, after which the general
committee meeting adjourned.
In accordance

LANSING

BUSINESS

56-ln-

j

e

The meeting then

MEANS

Heavy Skirting Clolh,
and Itlack, for

A SALE OF
NEW
FALL DRESS
GOODS, FOR THE NEXT TEN DAY9

There was a lull in the burglary!
At last the city council lias made an
It Is learned from good authority
effort toward renumbering the city, t'l'iiiciiiir ihsi nignt nun not imp rolvitluu in,, mal ot liaiiou Hoane, the
and placing new street slgus at all the liery of any kind was reported to the i
arrested several mouth ago 8
street corners. The concession of fur- - police. IIlow long this state of af- - on the c harge of murder and horse n
fairs will last Is not known, but It Is stea nig. mid who is now coiiiincd in a
i
nmisu numueis una uN. Ferrlll, an expert at the very proba
to
that the burgbu s have the pi inn imai iu antii i'e awaiting S
UUMIiess
and in return for the con iieeniiie scared as rue result or the truil, will not lie trieu in .McKinley
cession. Mr. Ferrill is to furnish tnu narrow escape of one of their number couiitv. tlu scene of his nlUxed crimes
street slijns free of charge to the city. from capture on Sunday night, while ui t thill hut counsel will ;i k for n
In the act of ransncking the Herndon change of venue to Hernaliiio county.
The work is to begin at once.
In accordance with the ordinance residence. The extra vigilance of the
Doane's trial is scheduled to come
governing the numbering of houses police who have boon patrolling the up lor hearing al Gallup on Monday of
and the placarding of the streets, the residence portion of the city the past next week when the district court" for
city is to furnish the street signs and few nights may also have something that county will be convened by Judge
tor
Ira A. Abbott. The attorneys
the property owners are to furnish to do with It.
Doane, it Is understood, will ask for
their own house numbers, the correct
Two Suspects Released Today.
numbers to be furnished by the city
Lansing and Gale, the two men ar- a change of venue on the grounds that
feeling In McKinley county is so
through the city engineer or other- rested Sunday on suspicion
of being the
wise, and the law provides a penalty the ones who attempted to force
bitter agaiust their client that it will
an
for the property owner failing to com- entrance Into the office of the Gross, be Impossible to get a Jury there that
will give him a fair trial,
ply with the provisions of the ordi- Kelly wholesale house, were
released
'
nance.
from jail this morning and given i The crime for which Doane must
In its agreement with Mr. Ferrill, hours to leave the city. The
first stand trial is the wanton murder
release tit
Walter Lyons, a school teacher of
the city practically complies with that of the men followed a thorough
Inpart of the ordinance which applies vestigation of them by the officers, Raman, a small settlement near Galto street signs, and at the same time who failed to find sufficient evidence lup. It Is alleged ttiat Doane followpasses the "buck" tip to the property to warrant holding them for the at- ed his victim, who was on his way
owners. Mr. Ferrill will canvas every tempted robbery. Iansing,
who was overland to Colorado with considerhouse In the city and will be equipped shot in the leg, had so far recovered able money on his person, caught up
with plats showing just what number from the Injury as to be able to walk with him In the night and after shooteach house in the city should be. He without much difficulty, and when ing Lyons robbed his person and hid
Is instructed to furnish the property last seen
the men were heading for the body In some bushes along the.
roadside where it was found a week
owners their correct numbers, wheth- the railway yards to catch a

e

the committee of fifteen went

iOLONS

rive

PAO

T

ELKS' THEATRE

The only Ions dUtance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
.time contracts, as you wish; lowest

THE POPULAR

Ethel Ttjcfce Vvs-K-

rates.

OUR COAL YARD

Stock Co

is chock full of coal that will gladden
your heart and warm your bouse when
It's cold. Fill your bins for next
now, and avoid the rush.

ter

...Second Week...
Monday

0000C0KK1

0

Queena.

win-

LOOKI

American Block Coal, the ben Gallup
mined; Cerrlllos Lunip, the standard
heating coal. All blzes of hard coal.
WOODI
Wood, $3 full load, flreen
Mill Wood, 12.25 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD,
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.

Factory

Tueiday

A

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Woman's Revenge.
Dora Thorne.
Magda.

Faust.
Jesse

James,

or

Dead-

Many a Loaf of Bread

wood Dick.

specialties
New and different
twi cn a' is tucti night.

he- -

PRICE3:

0 Children
Balcony and Dress Circle
Parquet

15c

25c
35c

n K)oilt'iI because th good housewife don't know how lo make
Mas
rood bread. Many a valuable ir acriiition baa been ruined because
ttio one compounding it didn't know how.
EVERY ONE compounding medicine in this More knows his business,
or be wouMti't be allowed to compound medicine here.
t.i-- i

First

O. M. ORIGGS
Props.

St. and Gold Ave.

A CO.
Alvarado Pharmacy.

Phone.
000OsKZ000 o o cccoootc
Both
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KEEP YOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE

J. A. Morgan, the Albr,tienUe contractor, ln addition to the contract
awarded him two weeks ago hy N.
at
Salmon, the general merchant
Santa Fe, for the erection of a handsome liusiness block in that city, to
cost $15,000, on Saturday last secured another Important contract rn
the Capital City.
l.eo Mersch. a wealthy wholesale
merchant, intends creeling a handsome residence in Santa Fe for "his
own personal use. The residence will
completed, Vi.OoO. The
cost when
house will be two stories, with a
bahement. The first story will be of
Santa Fe penitentiary brick and the
second story will be artistically finished with ornamental
Morgan
has already
Contractor
commenced work on the Salmon block
and expects to finish It by January
15, although the contract calls for the
completion of the building by April 24.

'4

'

-

llL'YKKS WANTED
$30.00
4
4 TA1I.OKED SUITS KU $16.60.
IV
S.
ILKKLD & CO
OI'I'OHTU- 4
4 NITY SALE.
t. .
f

tttt t
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lr
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SOME ITEMS OF INTEREST
OUR WESTERN

OSCAR S. STRAITS.

1

A Cream

y.y

contractor

summer than a brick house and l8 cheaper than SodTbHck.
;
uuua" cneaper ... than common
.,
stone. Let me figure with vou.
Dmn a
uu ti win i u.
W
C O N K & WALT

X

,ho '"""Posite fabric of our conti- nent history and in the development
of onr 'lvl1 an,l religious liberty.
They participated In tne war of the
revolution and gave ln proportion to
toetr numbers more than their quota
f officers, men and money to the
Thia protograph of the money king of tho United States It the latest
patriot's cause.
No less than 7.000 Jews, officers and best ever taken.
and men, participated ln the Civil
War. and some 2."no in the late war
with Spaiu.
While they have shared to the
est extent the blessings of liberty un-o- f
rter the Stars and Stripes, tney have,
'
not as Jews, but aa Americans and
'
FROM
lot era of their country, been ever
ready to make all and every sacrifice
that true patriotism demanded,

Special Correspondence.
Mesilla Park, N. M., Nov. 11. The
second team of the A. C. N- M. again
distinguished and covered itself with
glory today by defeating the l.est
cracK organization from the Ky Pasoj
high school. The game was the best!
and most bitterly contested, game!
that has been played on the college
grounds for some time. Time and
again the backs of both teams would j
mi 1 ue iiue. oniy 10 nnn a sione wan,
and the mass would fall, not gaining
an inch. The visiting bunch put up a
most determined defensive game, but
were weak on the offensive. The little backs of the college eleven worked together like a machine, and seldom tailed to make a short gain each
If
t
It
is
time, and once in each half .did the
college Imys score a touchdown. The
condition of the field was not con1
" 1
W
ducive of fast work, as the rains of
4
jfV.
the preceding day made it very muddy
and slippery. The playing of Ames,
won
Rokahr. A. Graham and Davis
the rfay for the college, while the
Waddineion brothers played the star
game f. r the high school eleven.
This rnme was the first of a Ties
for the tup offered by Mr. S use
of
El Pac, and a bitter fight will be put
up before the cup is retired to permanent possession at the end of the next
three years. As an unusual thing, the
'
'
'
; .,
,
second team has made a good place
on the schedule and the support
given it equals that of the first team.
On the 18th the second team has
a return game with the high school
lads, and the game promises to be a
cracker-Jacas the teams are very
evenly matched in weight, and what
each will do on a dry field Is hard to
conjecture.
The first team will be
out next week and will help to round
the second team into shape for the
game Saturday. The reception for
the visiting team at the women's
dormitory proved a most brilliant success. The college boys who lined up
San Francisco, Nov. 14. On elec- and soon great excitement reigned.
tor the kick-of- f
were Davila. center;
of the Palace hotel nearby,
Bouts and Stoneking. guards; Sulli- tion night the upper portion of the Guests
that the listelry was
van and Anderson, tackles; Alleman Chronicle building with its lower believed
been one of threatened and a panic ensued.
and Eliot, ends; Kokahr and A. Gra- clock, which has long Francisco,
was Prompt work, however, saved most of
ham halves; Ames, full back and Da- the landmarks of San
Francisco
destroyed by fire. The blaze was the building. The Sau
vis, quarter. Score, 10 to 0.
the first
started by blue fire, Intended to sig- Chronicle building wa
structural iron ediliee erected in the
nalize the election of Kugene
MINER STRANGLED TO
the united lahor candidate west, and for many years was the
OEATH BY MACHINERY.
for the office of mayor. The election iJtghesl and lafgest building west of
W. M. N, Conn of McCabe, Ariz., returns
were scarcely complete when Chicago. It was completed In 1888,
was killed in the Tiger mill at Sonora.
was noticed to be on fire. at a cost of nearly JI.ooo.mimi.
tower
the
While oiling the machinery his clothing was caught In a projecting screw
Of a shaft.
The cloth proved stout broken nor a drop of blood shed. It ALBUQUERQUE 10NVR4CT0R
and wound around the rapidly revolv- is believed that death was a matter
CtTS IMPORTANT CONTRACTS
ing shaft in such a manner as to com- of less than a second's time. The
press the man's body till breathing body has been brought out, through
and evn the action of the heart were the courtesy of Governor Ysabel of J. A. MORGAN WILL BUILD THE
made impossible. Not a hone wag Sonora. and will be burled at Prescott.
HANDBLOCK
AND
SALMON
SOME
RESIDENCE FOR LEO
HERSCH AT SANTA FE.

mm

oooocooooo
0000000oo0
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Mason
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ELEVEN.
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lhl'ea(l of vents that Impelled them
was tlv'd ln th" 1,10011 of martyrs for
?oul lit,,r,.v. and finds a fitting setting

SECOND FOOT BALL TEAM OF AGRICULTURAL
DECOLLEGE,
FEATS EL PASO HIGH SCHOOL

x

-

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

'

ft.

VICTORIOUS

BAiffM(S

I

"

t. ClxVlNGEB,

HISTORIC "CHRONICLE" TOWER IS DESTROYED BY FIRE

Fifty Years iho Standard

J-

t

-

AGAIN

MANUFACTURING

Our illustrated Fall and Winter Catalog No. lfi is now ready for
mailing and will be sent free uion request.
kfriminatinR purchasers w ho desire to be shown the very best
Baa latest productions in jewelry should not fail to w rite for it.
Every article sent subject to approval.
All shipping chnrges are pid by us.
Comparison of prices always welcome.

Kay-serlin-

.

AND

1

Tin kcUIiiicm of the Jews mi t.ie
Anicriran continent antedates liy fully
century the settlement of Jamestown
Mini the coming of Hie PIlRrtms.
The world's history in linked
Tar closer than appears upon
the surface.
When the crops supplanted the
crescent on the glittering cupolas of
Orenadit. the same month thai their
Catholic majesties Issued from the
Alhamhra the decree for the expulsion of the Jews from Spain, they
commissioned Columbus en his first
voyage, of discovery.
The treasurer general of Aragnn,
Luis Santangel, whose uncle was
burned at the stake and whom the
historian styled the Heaconxfield of
his time, was the patron of Columbus,
and It was he who Interceded for him
with the queen, and when she protested that her treasury was empty, Jews who had taken refuge In the
he Bald he would supply the money. Dutch colonv of Brazil again tool up
That he did so is proven ly his ac- their wanderer's staff. Of this num- count hooks, which are still preserved ber 23 landed In September of that
year In New Amsterdam, which- was
at Seville.
beyond doubt that under the administration of the Dutcu
It is known
there were at least five .lews with West India company, of which Peter
Columbus, the Interpreter, the doctor siuvvesant m the governor.
and the surgeon of the fleet, besides
11 is me
anniversary of this
two sailors.
event that will be celebrated by the
Hmilio Castellar. the statesman of Jew
throughout the United States
modem Spain, and her president dur- on Thanksgiving Day.
ing the 100 days of her republican
It is an undoubted fact that the
regime, as well as the Historian.
Jews were not only among the first
certify that the closing chap- white settlers in large numbers on
ter of the professors of Judaism on the American continent, but also that!
the Iberian peninsula was the beginfirst coming within the limits
ning of their history upon the Amerithe United States was only 34
can continent.
years after the arrival of the Pilgrim
In 1H4 Brazil was captured by the Fathers on the shores of New Eng- Portuguese from the Dutch. The in- landI
quisition was Teaching out Its arms
While their first coming was not
across the Atlantic, and the fugitive of great significance in itself, the

MEXICO

14, 1905.

Brock and Feagans

OSCAR STRAUS TRACES THE HISTORY
OF
THE COMING OF
THOSE PEOPLE TO THIS COUNTRY
FIVE WERE WITH COLUMBUS
AMERICANS
AND
LOVERS OF THEIR COUNTRY.

NEW

NOVEMBER

4
4
4
4

He Talked Too Much.
The capture is reported

at Globe,
last Wednesday, of "Kid" McKeskill,
of Indian Territory, who had eluded
the officers for the past seven years.
McKeskill was placed under arrest by
United States Marshal Daniels at
Olohe, while he was at a faro table.
McKeskill would not have been discovered but for the fact that he got
drunk and boasted of his crimes.
Sheep Man Sells.
J. K. Porter, one of the most prominent sheep men near Holbrook, disposed of his entire belongings in
sheep, ranch and range, to Chas. K.
Whittemore and Kenneth M. Jackson.
Mr. Whitiemore Is a prominent citizen of Kansas, and Mr. Jackson is a
leading attorney of San Francisco,
who gained notoriety in the celebrated
suit in which Judge Noyes of Alaska
was removed from office and
Truly Pathetic Case.
A Yuma Indian, with tears coursing
down his cheeks, applied to Justice
Redondo, of the town of Yuma, for a
coffin, to bury his little boy, who had
Just died. This is the first case of the
kind ever known among the Yumas,
who always burn their dead. The old
fellow said the last words of his little
boy were: "Pa, 1 don't want to be
burned up; I want to be put in box.
like while 1oy." The Indian told the
Justice he had no money to buy the
coffin with, so the board of supervisors was applied to, and the "box" was
furnished at the county's expense.

Cold Weather Mean

Horse Blankets and Lap Rolns
We have them in

ell kinds an,
SPECIAL
LOW
PRICED
NOW, a w bought a large quantity
direct from the factory,

price.

J. KORBER & CO.

x

Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

NEIGHBOR

her of the firm, was on the south
side, and in company with Kev. Kloss
drove, through the orchard. They ap
proximately estimated the yield for
this year at about 1,000 boxes or oranges and 100 boxes of lemons. This
is by far the largest crop ever raised
on the Kloss orchard, and It is
that all other south side orchards are doing proportionately well.
Prominent Japanese Vititor.
Tadlshlro Innoye, chief instructor in
the department of mining at the Imperial University of Japan, and commissioned by that institution to
lie reduction of ores In the
United States and Europe, arrived In
Douglas, November tith. to inspect
Copper Queen smelter. He left the
next morning for Uisbee. where be
will be shown over the Copper Queen
mines. Mr. Innoye was In charge of
the mining exhibit at the St. Louis
fair, and since that time has devoted
his energies to investigating the problem of ore reduction. He is under 35
years of age, but impresses one with
a deep knowledge. Asked for'partic-ular- s
concerning the great Institution
which he represented the commissioner responded freely.

CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND
PAIRING

Harness, 6prlng Wagons BuMt to
Order.
HOR3E8HOEING

the
American Engineering & Reduction
company, of Cleveland. Ohio, was in
Phoenix from the northern part of
the territory, 'where lie made arrangements for the installation of a
of treating placer material.
Mr. Duke's company will put up and
have In running order, during the
next three months, on the property
of the I.ynx Creek Gold company,
near Prescott, a plant that will be
capable of handling 300 tons of dirt
dally. As to the new process little Is
known, except that it Is a dry process
and Is said to be much cheaper and
better in every way than any other
now in use.

PAINTING

CARRIAGE

5 Cor. Firet Street and TIJeraa Road

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

CO.

000C50000004

ZIEGER CA
OUICKEL

&

BOTHE,

o o

Proprietor

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
0

-

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
aad Domestic Wines and Cognac The coolest and highest grade of 4
lager served. Finest and test 1 Imported and Domestic Cigars.
q

tq
I

The St Elmo
JOSEPH BARN KIT, Prop,

New Placer Process.
William Dyke, representing

RE-

120 West R!lroat

Arroc

wiiisusi

I

Wlass.Brinte.Ete,
S AMPUL AND
CLUB ROOMS

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.
Bar Association's Duty.
The Bar Association of northern
Arizona met Thursday at 10 a. m., and
adjourned to meet Friday at 9:30 a.
115 GOLD AVE.
m., wHen an election of officers was
to be had. It is the duty of the newly
Member of Board of Optometry
elected president to provide a banquet
Rxamlners.
for the members of the association,
and the duty of the mum hern to use
all lawful means to cause the disappearance of the banquet proper, which All for the Fair.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
N. PEACH & CO.
anCol. James
of course does not luclude any of the
H. McClintock
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSu'.tnslls and paraphernalia necessary nounces that he has completed arREAL ESTATE DEALERS
FER STABLES
in putting a banquet on its feet, as It rangements for the competitive drill
were.
between the national guards, normal Automatic 'phone. 535. Office, 208H Horses and Mules bought and
school and Indian school cadets.
West Gold Avenue.
The Orange Crop.
There will be six companies entered,
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
The first of this year's orange crop, besides the band. The drill will be
Second street, between Railroad end
at least of that part of the valley's for a trophy and the Arizona territorCopper avenues.
Movin
Shippin
Drayin'
crop which Is raised on the south side, ial fair championship.
No doubt the greatest harness race
XXXXXXXOCOOCXXXXXXICOCOCO
made its appearance on the Tempe
FREIGHTIN
market, Wednesday. Chas. Ilirdken-kani- at the fair will be the
race,
O. F. PLATT,
brought to Easterwood's confec- which Is known as the "Bisbee
The real cleaner and dyer. La- - Q
You hare u
once, you'll
tionary store two boxes. Of course, Stake." There are ten entries, and
flies' and gentlemen'
fine
this is only the first of the crop, and they include Hazel Patch, with a
Prices right;
call again.
clothe a specialty. Portiere,
by no means the best of It, for this
of 2:02
Zolock, 2:05
and
1411
lace curtains, etc.
North
there ain't no gongln.
year's crop promises to be one of the Sallie Pointer, 2:11. Col. Greene has
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
finest, ever raised on the south side. two ln this race that are not marked,
266-2- .
Automatic 'phone, 675.
I) the Albuquerque Transfer Men
Not only is the yield unusually large, and J. C. Adams has his horse Custer,
ococcoococoocoocooocoooo
but the quality of the product is above said to be the fastest In the territory.
the average, 'and those who own or- This will be a great race.
ange groves this year are in a fair
M, DRAGOIE
way to realize a good profit.
Dyspepsia is our national ailment.
Dealers ln
The entire crop of one of the largest Burdock Blood Bitters is the national
orchards, the one belonging to Rev. cure for it. It strengthens stomach
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Kloss, has already been sold, being membranes, promotes flow of digest- Groceries, Cigar
S. .T VANM, O. D.
and Tobacco, and
purchased by Walter Hill & Co. Day ive Juices, purifies the blood, builds
Eyesight Specialist.
all kind of Fresh Meat.
before yesterday, Mr. Hllgen, a mem- - you up.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
President of New Mexico Board Of
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
Optometry.
optician ln New
established
First
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Mexico. Glasses fltttd for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9. Whiting block. ApFor he Information of the public,
made at Vann's drug
Plumbing Inspector Whitcomh calls pointments
attention to Chapter XII of the city store.
ordinance, Sections b'i and Stf, wnieh
follow:
W.
Section 63 Building Permit.
CONTRACTOR AND BU11DER.
No person, firm or corporation shall
begin or continue the erection, alteraOffice and F.xctorv
tion or repair of any building or
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE
structure, or erect any Bian extending
Albuquerque, N. M.
over any sidewalk within the corporate limits of the city of Albuquerque,
without tirst havlnx applied for and Pborves, Auto. 108; Colo.. Black 265
received a permit wo to d." from the
said Inspector.
Section 86 Penalty for Violation.
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
All persons tailing or refusing to
BRUSHES.
comply with the provisions of this
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
ordinance, after having received due
notice in writing from the building in- Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palspector, fhall upon conviction thereof metto Roof Paint; last fire years and
be fined in a sum not less than $10 tops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
nor more than $50, or Imprisonment Pelts.
not less than ten days nor more than 109 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
thirty days, or both One and imprisonment, at tne discretion of the court,
for each and every offense, each day
to constitute a new offense.
ALL HOUt
DoL't wait for an explosion cook
COOKlliO
a
with
the humane way.
Bosto.i Baked Beans and Brown Bread
every Saturday.
401
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
p

Bobber Optical Co.

free-for-a-

rec-cor- d

MEILBA, QUEELN OF SONG

Nature Needs But Little.
Nature needs only a Little Karly Riser
now and t'len to keep the bowel
clean, the liver active, and tho system
tree from bile, headaches, constipation, etc. The famouu little pills
"Early Risers" are pleasant in effect
and perfection in action. They never
gripe or sicken, but tone and strengthThs it a new picture of Madame Mlba, tie famous opera einger, drawn
en the llrer and kidneys. Sold by all by G. C. Wilmhunt,
the great English artist.. Melba appeared at Elk'
druggists.
opera house a couple of year ago.

A.

Thos.

HAYDEN

r.

Keleher

Woman's Exchange

Allen's"
Luna

4HMS.

Cough
saefeclne

Sure,
Prompt

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. AriuIJo Hu'.'.d'.ce.
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14,
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CITIZEN

EVKN1NG

THIRD STREET

AND THEY'RE STILL MILKING IT

WORKING PLANS

PA6E SEVEN.

Meat Market

FOR TIMBER SALES

and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Huildina. North Third Street

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kinds of Fresh

forest Officers Prepare Them
Befote Sales
Have Been Made.

Carefully

Smoke the White
t

JOE

.'--CTf-

ALWAYS

WITH EYE

TO

113

FUTURE

Lily

Wholesale Grocers

Cigar.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

W. Railroad Avenue

PIONEER BAKERY

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
The increased demand for Ale pur(Successor to Balling Broe.)
ret;n
forest
from
chase of timber
VEDDINQ CAKE9 A SPECIALTY
serves has railed for detailed working
We desire patronage and we guar- antee first class baking.
plans for the more imiiortant timber207 S. First Street,
Albuquerque.
ed area
within them. In order tn
avoid delay without jeopardizing the
Established In 1882
future welfare of the forest, and that
these worklnK plans may be well con&
sidered, they are being made as rapOoods
Hole
Canned
agetits
Casino
for
idly a.i possible for those forest area,
las. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees. I in
Woolens lajindered without shrinking. We have added to our alfrom which the sale of timber is prob
ready well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
boden's Granite Flour.
In many
able in the near future.
cases they are made before the actual
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring tbem to us
application for purchase is received.
and we will straighten them out for you.
Those who purchase timber from
Stap1
the government are required to obGroceries
serve forest service regulations
In
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO
BACK OF P. O.
logging, which guard against wrte
jiw nmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Htllsboro
on
Best
Uteamery Butter
anil provide for the reproduction of
Earth.
the forest: Considerable variety exists in the character and requirements
Order
Free Delivery.
Solicited.
of the forest g In any one reserve, so
0
that each working plan must be baed
214 South Second Street.
on a clcse study of local conditions.
When setting about the preparation
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
f one of the plans the first question
HAT, GRAIN AND FEED
'
is, what areas in the reserves are
Wholesale and Retail
adapted to the same scheme of manHIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
agement? After these areas have
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
been selected they are thoroughly
The Pioneer Machinery House if the West
602 South First Street Both Phones
studied from every aspect.
The location of the timber Is noted,
Steam, Electric and Hydraulic Engineering. Mine and Smelter Supand a rough estimate Is made of Its
plies, Engines, Boilers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressors, 8aw
amount. Then the character and conriRE
g
Mills,
Machinery, and Engineers'
and Machinists'
INSURANCE.
dition of the overrlpeness, injury from
Tools and Supplies. Western agents far The American Radiator Co.
Secretary Mutual Building
fire or insects, the possibility of ImSpecial Catalogues on Application.
proving it by logging, and the kind
Office at .1. C Baldrldge'a
prinare
young
growth
yard.
amount
of
and
1621-163- 9
cipal points, all of which must be
Seventeenth Street. DENVER, COLORADO q
TOTI A OR API
taken into consideration In settling
whether it Is advisable or Inadvisable
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
to cut.
Grain and Fuel.
The question of markets, and the
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
logging facilities, are also taken Into
and Cigars. Place your order for
account, as well as the present local
this line with us.
demand for timber, the probable fuNORTH THIRD STREET.
ture demand, and the kind of timber
Btfitding SoppUes
SOCORRO COUNTY LEADS
shares, and Frank Warner. imu0
required. In connection w.ith these
PROGRESS
SLOW
is
MAKES
company
of
the
object
to
The
given
shares.
be
problems attention must
REDUCED PRICES
in conduct a general unions
the nature of the country, the accessHAS OUTSTRIPPED GRANT COUN
Platea, $8.00;
On Dental Work.
ibility of the timber, and the existing BUT THREE WITNESSES HAVE smelting business, to 'erect ""d,nf s;
TY AS A MINERAL PRODUCER.
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
roads and drlvable streams, because
ZINC DID IT.
THUS FAR BEEN EXAMINED IN nieit and reuiic ...es nuu.-up. Teeth extracted without pain,
engage in an misiness penaium
the actual value of the timber is In a COSTILLA CASE.
60c. All guaranteed.
minimi and smelting.
large measure dependent upon the
Socorro county has outstripped
";nvnnt cinttti- na a mtnernl nmil licer.
The Hoswell Oil company. The
ease and economy of its removal.
Matters in the case of the Pro0
a. lannemn,
for lne
Hnnrnriiietion. hv which alone the tective association of the town of corporators are L.
t is z)l)c t)m( na8 doIle
,
.
& Heating Co.
Plumbing
The
forest can maintain itself, is essential Costilla vs. the United States Free- A. Raynolds. .1. N-- Chipley, Isaac Can-- IiroilllpIion ()f y)n(, , ,h(l rnlpB ot
For hold Land and Immigration
com- field, E. A. Cahoon, Nathan Jaffa ;Bml Masdalena and Kelly, alone, during,
where logging is to be done.
0
N. "jthe past vear. exceeded In value the
this reason the reproductive capacity pany, being heard at Santa Fe, are W. C. Reid. all of Roswell.company
l. H. COX, Manager.
,
gold, silver, lead andj
copper,
Pn,lr1
of the forest Is noted with careful de- progressing very slowly, and It Is now The term of existence of the
Valves,
Fittings,
Fittings
Iron
and
Brass
Steam
Pipe
Pipe, Iron
and
tail, and the effect which fire and thought by some of the attorneys that is fixed at fifty years, and the prinet-- j zin(. I)rJ,i,.tiOI1 of Grant county dur-- '
0
Hot Water Heating and Gaa Fitting. A full line ot bath room
grazing may have upon it becomes a the evidence cannot be secured and pal place of business and offices of (nK np same ,ierj0(. a falling off in
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the testimony heard In less than two the
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value.
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to which the tops must be
zinc was deemed a very undesirable Hata cleaned and blocked In
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Is to conduct a general oil constituent of other ores. This merely Clothing steam cleaned and pressed,
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buy at wholesale.
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conservative logging. Especially,
indicates that the vast industrial pos- Corner of Third street and Gold
they had tilled the soil, raised crops business,
they provide for the disposition of and made their homes there. Dur- oil wells, developing oil lands, build- sibilities of the territory are Just be- nue, In the car.
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The Man You Can Trust
ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
the slash, so that the forest floor may ing the afternoon session of the court ing pipe lines, constructing tanks, ginning to lie understood.
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next
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lending money and any and everyfires might feed.
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approval of all . who are performing
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Sat Remnants Dress Goods.
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logging operations under them. It
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. P. C Whiskies. Moet
from 9 to 12 o'clock.
Be sure and look at the Bargains we
FILE INCOR are offering In Remnants of all wool
more and more clearly understood TWO COMPANIES
Chandon
White Seal Champagne, SL Louie A. B. C Bohemian and
IJL A A
PAPERS WITH TER Dress Goods on Sale at about one-hal- f
PORATION
Will do all your CARPET,
Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and ownera and dlatrlbutora
that they are necessary for the perfichllta
Jos.
Any skin Itching is a temper-testeHOUSK and WINDOW CLEANRITORIAL SECRETARY.
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actual value, at The Golden Rule Dry
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The more
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Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Souta Flnt.
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TO MORE COMMODIOUS QUARTERS
Proprietor.
"Mother waa lucky rapa noughts
G. B. WILLIAMS and P. W. SCHMALMAACK,
Sparks, of Santa Fe. N. M. The road avenue. Call and enjoy
gas
range.
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the existence
lerm
That Albuquerque is to have the is twenty-fivyears, and the principal
South of Viaduct, on Virst Street
finest music store in the southwest, place of business and offices of the
ex-is quite evident to all who have
company are situated in Santa Fe, at
mined the new store built by O. C. 135 Palace avenue, Ishmael Sparks
Deita of
For One Week Only!
Pictures for $6
Cromwell or New York, who holds
But
the principal agent. The capital
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
extensive interests in Albuquerque stock of theCompany is jr00,0oo, dibusiness property. Tile first floor of vided Into 600,000 shares of the par
Mad glv with T?D MTIT Ona U Carbon C3mm,0
G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
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Kleyster, agent for tlie estale,
Including Artistic Frame.
number of shares taken by each stockONE WEEK ONLY!
Inclusive.
uated at 26 West Gold avenue, lacing holder, as follows: B. F. Spencer,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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giving a clear fb
of 2.250 square feet.
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EAST AND WEST NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
leading supply music bouses and carrying a stock that will meet til! des
bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, ' i lor. plunibinn shop, planing mill.
l or
vel. We need a
both
The lots offered are in the center of the. i t y . well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation) ; mi
mands of the music trade,
a
h
p,
barneys
hotel.
Also
modern
wholesale and retail. A ll.ooo order
etc.
etc ,
coal and wood yard, drui? stoie,
for Victor talking machines has been OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
placed, and the instruments are expeeled' In the very mar future.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
Kidently. it is the intention of:
l.indemann to give Al
l.earnard
buquerque a music house that will be,
a creditable addition to the city.
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l.indemann have
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WM. M. BERGER,
JOHN BECKER,
business gospel of advertising. Tbei
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
ot The Atchison. Topeka

Located on the Be ten

!

8c

Santa Fe Railway

of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west
at the junction of the
south of Albuquerque,
Paso and
Kansas
Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los
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shoes houhf at our plareronBti shoes
that wear well and jtive satlsfartjon.
prices, but
We charge moderate

Shoes

you can riopendtipon the style, quality
f our font wear.

nd fit

AT
B0cto)1.g5

Babies' Shoe

85c to $2.25

Glrl't Shoe
Shoe

$1.65 to $4.00

Women'

Shoe

Women'

Slippers

Men'
Men'

Right

$1.00 to $2.50
65c to $2.75

Prices

$1.65 to $4 00

Shoen

'..

Slipper

.75c to $2.50

FALL IN CANNED GOODS.
Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, ire
must get rid of our canned stock fine
as It is and our reduced prices will
make them move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "pat up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.
x
A

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

00tX3O0O0ttO000O0

Lttmfceg, Sas;aDsrs'
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofi n g.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Fair tonight and Wednesday.
Attorney M. 13. Holt, of I.as Cruces,
In registered at the Alvarado.
Mrs. John I'airii". of Magdalena, Is
visltiriR friends In Albuquerque for a
few days.
Mrs. J. K. Schutt, of K06 South Third
street, left this morning for Sllverton,
Colo., where she will visit a son.
Mrs. W. H. Harney, of 808 Park avenue, returned last nltfht from an extended visit to friends In New York.
Lieut. Manuel 11. Otero, a fine looking young gentleman of Santa Fe, Is
here today on business and pleasure.
Raynolds, the Las
Hon. Jefferson
Vegas banker, was in the city between trains lat night en route to El
Paso.
United States Deputy Marshal W.
R. Forbes has gone to Las Vegas to
attend the session of the United
Stages court.
William Mcintosh, the Chilli! sheep
raiser and treasurer and collector of
Torrance county, was at Santa Fe on
official matters
Dr. 0. H. Connor is able to be out
again, after being confined to his
home for several weeks by a severe attack of typhoid fever.
Chas. Qnler, the painter and one of
the local sports, has received a fine
English setter from Tucson, Arizona.
The dog will be given a trial next Sunday.
Pedro Canos, a paralytic beggar
from Las Cruces, dropped into the city
this morning and Immediately started
on bis rounds asking alms. He Is a
fit subject for the Jail.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
of the United States Indian Industrial
school at Santa Fe, arrived In the
city last night from Jemez and left
this morning on his return home.
Miss Fannie Pratt, daughter of W
E. Pratt, of 708 Railroad avenue, who
has been confined to her bed for the
past three weeks with typhoid fever.
Is reported to be on the road to recovery.
O. R. Nation, the New Mexico and
Arizona representative for the J. W.
Butler Paper company, Chicago, is In
the city; with his samples, and of
course calling on the local news and
job dealersi
Dr. Earl McCracken, an osteopath
of Shrcveport, La., who has been mak
ing an extended visit to Dr. and Mrs
C. H. Connor in this city, left
last
night for Phoenix, Ariz., where he will
spend the winter.
Ml"? May Reaven, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John S. Heaven, of 327 North
Fourth street, is confined to her home
The
suflering with typhoid fever.
ynung lady is reported somewhat better today, but still very 111.
F. H. Anthony, representing the
compiling department of the Scientific
American, New York, Is In the city,
securing some Interesting
data on
central New Mexico for a wrlteup
which will soon appear in that
I

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qaalltles In every standard

piano.

aa

THE GENUINE CHICKERING
Tbe triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor. Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

THE WIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114
SOUTH SECOND ATREET.

I

STATIONERY.

PERIODICALS.

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

Newcomer Book and Art Store
Wants an automobile, tricycle or wagon, for Xmas, better come In
and make your selection and leave the order, as the demand Is greater
than we anticipated.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
PICTURE

HOLIDAY GOODS ARRIVING EVERY
DAY.
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.

CIGARS
AND CANDY.

DIAMONDS

When bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We InvlU
you to
and examine the beautl ul diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders reeoWe rpeclal attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

L. Bradford Prince, of
Santa Fei appointed a delegate to

represent the territory at the Ameri
can Mining congress which convened
at El Paso this morning, passed
through the city last night on his way
to the Pass City.
Albert Faber. the carpet dealer, who
has his plans arranged to visit the
Fay wood hot springs. Is confined to
his room In the Grant building with
Kidney trouuie. hie is reported xeet- lng much better today, but will have
to remain In bed for several days yet.
H B. Steward, of Springer, arrived
in the city last night to Join his family
who have been here for some time.
Mr. Steward has purchased
a residence In Albuquerque and intends to
here. Mc.
make his future horn
Steward is the father of John Steward,

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

CLOTHED ALBUQUERQUE MEN FOR A GREAT NUMBER
FEED THEIR FAMILIES.

WE;VE

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

1905.

NOW WE WILL

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, AND UNTIL WEDNESDAY.
NOVEMBER
29,
GIVE,
WILL
THINGS
ANY
DOES
OF
ABSOLUTELY
FREE
CHARGE,
STORE THAT

BEGINNING

PERSON

TOeANY

I

MAKING A PURCHASE AMOUNTING TO $20 OR OVER. TURKEYS
DELIVERED TO ANY ADDRESS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29.

into

GHET

WILL

BE

feast

ti-i-e

"SIMON STERN,

The Railroad Avenue Clothier
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Fat, Dressed, Thanksgiving Turkey

A Choice,

o

DEMONSTRATION

There Is fashion in goods as well as
dress. We are going to give you a
few examples. Armour's extract of
beef demonstrator will do It for us.
Chafing dish cookery, dainty soups
and houllllons served to our patrons
all week. It is all free, with our compliments.
In

ill

o
0

,

Hot Tamales.
Hot Tamales, Chill Con Carne, Oysters, Coffee and Chocolate served
from noon till midnight at Steven's
Candy Kitchen, 211 South Second

street.

Fancy Velour Walstings In Qreen,
Navy and Brown, white polkadot pattern, sold up, to 90c yard, choice for
this sale, 60c yard, at The Golden Rule
Dry Goods Co.

...Maynard...
THE JEWELER

begs to announce to his friends
and patrons, that his
FALL STOCK IS ARRIVING DAILY
and that for the next few days

GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS CO

new and tasty designs in
Jewelry 'and Silverware and handsome holiday goods will be added
to stocK. You are cordially
to call whether
invited
you purchase or not.
South Second
ALBUQUERQUE, N.
Street.

119

M.

REPAIR 8HOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
ture set up and crated for shipment
Astrology circle tomorrow night, 319
Rear of Walton's drug store.
West Gold avenue, at 7:30. Hypnotic
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
circle, Thursday
night Elocution,
magnetic healing, etc., taught for $2.
A BUYER FOR
9 WANTED
Triple Link Rebekah lodge will
A WOMAN'S SUIT, WHICH IS
meet this evening at Odd Fellows'
WORTH $30, FOR $16.50, AT
hall. All members are requested to
B. ILFELD & CO'S. SALE.
be present.

0

0
8

WOMEN WANTED. TO IN- ' VEST IN THE BEST OF CLOAK
VALUES. B. ILFELD & CO'S.
OPPORTUNITY SALE.

11111111111111
THIS
u

CUT

OUT

to the addresg below:
Jt
I
a renter and I would like to
See "The Broken Hearted Club" knowamhow
I can buy a home by paylftg
Our polishes will make your shoes and "Sarah's Young Man," December out each month the same
as I now pay
wear longer, besides improving their 1, at the Elks' opera house.
for rent.

t

And mail it

1111

looks loo per cent; 10c, 15c and 25c
Name
A full line of liquors, wines and corpackages. We also have a full line
Address, "Snaps," 110 West Gold.
of laces for high and low shoes. C. dials. Family trade a specialty.
ErMay's shoe store. 314 West Railroad nest Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywfiere"
avenue.
Avenue.
better cook with safe gas.

T.

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

rttYrrtTttiiYitn
130.00
BUYERS WANTED
TAILORED SUITS FOR 116.50,
AT B. ILFELD & CO'S. OPPOR- TLNITY SALE.
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Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

K

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

Season

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Packing, Engine?, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Wilti for Prices

the printer.

Another crowded house filled the
Elks opera house last night at the
production of "Queena " by the Ethel
Tucker stock company. The bill was
one to meet with popular approval,
and was one of the best put on by
Whether "she" la wife or sweetheart, the most acceptable rememthe company since its coming to the
Elks.- - The bill tonight will be "A
brance Is a bouquet of beautiful
Woman's Revenge."
flowers. We Just mention this,
thinking, perhaps, you forgot.
The chimes that have been one of
the unique and charming features at
THE FLORIST
the Alvarado Bince Its building, have
been replaced by the unmusical din319 West Santa Fe Ave.
ner gong, and what a pity it is. But
Auto Phone 718.
besides pity, the change has created
consternation among the passengers,
toe. They mistake the station for
Lnmy.
Z
v
Rehearsal in the performances of 0
the "Broken Hearted Club," and "Sarah's Young Man," which will be presented at the Elks opera house on the 0
evening of December 1, Is progressing
CHAS. F. MYERS.
nicely under the tutelage of the best T
instructors In the city, and aftbough 0
It is yet over two weeks before their
appearance before the critic eye of
the public, it Is safe to prophesy that 0
the entertainment will be one of the
greatest hits of the theatrical season.
As yet only two names of the per- 0
formers have been made public, those
of Mrs. W. Y. Walton and Mrs. E. L.

Belting,

"SHE" LIKES

IVES,

0 0 0

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST
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WHITNEY COMPANY
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RETAIL

We Carry "The Best" Heaters and Ranges

0

Beat This in Mind

OF YEARS

14,

THANKSGIVING TURKEYS

FLOWERS

Your Boy
FRAMING.

Medler, but these are quite sufficient
to assure the success of the plays.
Mrs. Kent will appear In the amorous
role of Sarah, In the sketch of "Sarah's Young Man."
T. W. Beery, agent for Lnntry-SharIs
Helen,
at
onstructlon company
Mr.
spending the iln v in the city.
Seery says that the l.autry Sharp comdopXR of
pany will probably move
supplies from Helen to Eprls some
time In January. Epria Is a small sta.
tlon on the smua Ke cutoff, near the
crossing of the Hock Island, where
considerable work Is being done on
Work on the cutoff
the new road.
.
near Belen. Is about completed.
Darby A. Day, general agent for
the Mutual Life insurance company ltt
New Mexico, returned to the city yesterday from a buluess trip to"EI Paso.
He says that the Pass city was rap-Idl- y
filling with people swarming
there to attend he American Mining
congress, which began its sessions
there this morning.
Ed. B. Harsch and Other, who
spent several days hunting In the Hell
canyon of the Manzano mountains,
have returned to the city, and they
brought back with them five wild tur
keys which they killed. Mr. Harsch
says there Is quite a big Mock of wild
turkeys In the canyon, but he and party could only get five of them.
Ira B. Bennett, formerly of this
city, where he was general manager
of the American Lumber company, arrived In the city last night from San
Francisco and spent the day here visiting friends. Mr. Bennett Is now engaged in the wholesale lumber busi
ness In the Golden Gate City, and will
leave for the cast tonight on a business trip.
The pc llce were called upon yesterday afternoon to locate the three-yea- r
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bacbechl.
The little fellow had wandered away
from home and his mother was frantic lest some harm would come to him.
Afier a search of several hours the
little fellow was found wandering
alKHit the Santa Fe yards and returned
to his anxious mother.
The firm of Learnard & Lindemann
music dealers, are busy making preparations to move Into their handsome
new quarters in the Whiting block on
The firm has
West Gold avenue.
closed a deal with J. Porter Jones, of
the Electric Light company, for a hand
some electric street sign in front of
their new establishment, and the sign
was being hung today. It will greatly
add to the appearance of that section
of Gold avenue.
s
Dr. J. V. Elder, the popular city
physician, who visited Pittsburg relatives and friends and on his way stopped over at Topeka, where he had a
carbuncle removed from the heel of
his right foot, returned to the city
last night. The doctor is on cutches
but hopes to discard them hi a few
days. He reports having enjoyed himself Immensely while among relatives
and friends, but was glad to get out
of the mlseraUIe climate of Pittsburg.
"Spot" Moore, for several years the
big gun behind the curtains at the
Elks opera house, has received a letter from his old friend, J. M. Dodge,
manager of the Iris theater, San Diego,
Cal. Mr. Dodge tells Mr. Moore that
"Ben Hur'V will be the attraction at
the Isis on November J6, 17 and 18,
and that sixty men will be on the
stage. It is quite likely that Mr.
Moore, who is a thorough stage man,
will go to southern California, as he
has recently received several flattering offers for positions in that section
of country.
p
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CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED

SHEET IRON HEATERS.

COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
GEM AND PERFECT
AND JAPAN ED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.
COLE'S HOT 1SLA8T.

0

The $15 suits we are selling look like more dollars
than the amount you are
asked to pay represents.

0
0

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK
AND AMMUNITION.

Men's Overcoats, neat grey effects, $15
Others at $12.50, $16.50, $18. $20, up to $30

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
BREAD

119

0
0
0

MAKERS,

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

CAKE

CHOPPERS,

OF FOOD

MAKERS.

3TUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A SPEC ALTY.

THE

E. L. WASHBURN CO,
122 South Second St.
West Gold Ave.

OF

WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

FAMOUS

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

